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ILLUMINATED VELLUM MANUSCRIPT LEAVES, OFFERED INDIVIDUALLY. FROM A VERY FINE, VERY
LARGE BOOK OF HOURS. (Paris: ca. 1440) 222 x 162 mm. (8 3/4 x 6 3/8”). Single column, 16 lines of text,
in a beautiful gothic book hand. Rubrics in red, leaves with varying numbers of line fillers and one- and twoline initials in burnished gold, blue, and magenta highlighted with white tracery, and WITH LOVELY RINCEAU
BORDERS on one or both sides, these composed of delicately twining hairline stems bearing red and blue blossoms
and FEATURING A PROFUSION OF BURNISHED GOLD IVY LEAVES. IN OUTSTANDING CONDITION, the
vellum extraordinarily bright, fresh, and clean, and WITH MARGINS AS VAST AS ONE COULD EVER HOPE FOR.
$250-$475 each, depending on decoration
Commissioned for use by a woman (as indicated by the feminine form in the “Obsecro te”), the Book of Hours
from which these leaves come could only have been a manuscript of great beauty prepared for a household of very
substantial wealth and importance. The level of achievement manifested here in both the scribal hand and the execution
of the illuminated decoration clearly indicates that some of the best artisans money could buy were at work on this book,
and only a powerful family could afford
to pay their price. Further corroboration
of this fact is seen in the leaves’ immense
margins, which are at least as wide as on
any Book of Hours leaves we have ever
owned. Such a conspicuous display of
purchasing power (those extra millimeters
meant the slaughtering of extra animals,
and that meant greater cost) announces an
owner’s self-congratulatory consequence
that is uncommon except in the grandest
of prayer books of the period. Happily, the
condition here matches the importance of the
manuscript, which was obviously considered
from the beginning—and ever after—an object
to be carefully preserved. (ST12158b)
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A VELLUM MANUSCRIPT FRAGMENT FROM A NOTED MISSAL IN LATIN. WITH TEXT THAT INCLUDES
A READING FROM JOHN CHAPTER 13. (France: 12th century) 76 x 160 mm. (3 x 6 1/4”). Text in two sizes,
written in a lovely gothic book hand. Rubrics and four-line staves in red, large initials in red or blue with contrasting
penwork. Formerly used as binding scrap and thus with some expected staining, residue from binding glue, a few
scuffs, and related faults, but the text and music almost entirely legible, and on the whole still a very good specimen
with a pleasing hand. $900
In addition to its memorable appearance highlighting its use as
a recyclable, this fragment features quite a lovely 12th century
gothic hand and several lines of music with very little fading.
The distinctive saw-tooth shape of this fragment indicates that it was
once used as lining for a spine with raised bands. Parchment was still
a valuable commodity in the age of the printed book, and binders of
the 15th-17th centuries in particular made frequent use of vellum
manuscript leaves from codices that were deemed old or outdated.
Larger leaves could be used to cover entire books, whereas smaller
items, like the present example, could be used as pastedowns or, when
cut in different ways, as structural support to bindings. (ST16929)

A Large-Format Bible Leaf with Papal Knots
And a Very Substantial Scribal Omission
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A VELLUM MANUSCRIPT LEAF FROM A BIBLE IN
LATIN, WITH ATTRACTIVE PUZZLE INITIALS.
TEXT FROM ZEPHANIAH AND HAGGAI CHAPTERS 1
AND 2. (France or England: first quarter of 13th century)
300 x 203 mm. (11 7/8 x 8”). Double column, 63 lines in a
fine gothic pearl script. Matted. Rubrics in red, running
titles and chapter numbers in red and blue, six three-line
initials in red or blue with contrasting penwork, and two
large puzzle initials in red and blue with intricate penwork
decoration. With a large block of text in lower margin
(double column, 14-15 lines), indicating a section left out
by the original scribe, apparently in a different hand (but
from the same period). Light, narrow dampstaining (or
perhaps just a thinning of the vellum) along lower edge,
faint soiling in margins, inks slightly faded in some places
(not affecting legibility), but A FINE SPECIMEN—very
clean, with large margins, and with the prominent initials
especially fresh and pretty. $1,950

With an attractive script, charming puzzle initials, and very
comfortable margins, this is an especially nice example of
a 13th century large-format Bible leaf. Though the majority of such Bibles were produced in France
during this period, the use of so-called “papal knots” on the ascenders in the top line is a characteristically
English feature, suggesting that the manuscript may have been either produced in the British Isles or at
least written by an English scribe. Of special interest is the substantial block of text in the lower margin
of the recto—apparently an error of omission by the original scribe—which comes from Jerome’s preface to
Zephaniah. The two red slashes in the left column indicate where the text is meant to be inserted. The scribe
who corrected this oversight was fortunate to have such massive margins to work with, as this passage of
text consists of about 15 lines of text in two columns. (ST16379-148)

A Handsome Bible Leaf with a Lovely Historiated Initial and a
Very Rare Guide Sketch for the Illuminator Still Visible
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A VELLUM MANUSCRIPT LEAF WITH A BEAUTIFUL HISTORIATED
INITIAL AND ITS GUIDE SKETCH, FROM A FINE PORTABLE BIBLE
IN LATIN. TEXT FROM THE OPENING OF PAUL’S FIRST LETTER TO THE
THESSALONIANS. (Paris: mid-13th century) 146 x 105 mm. (5 3/4 x 4 1/8”). Double
column, 50 lines, written in black ink in a very small but quite readable flourished
gothic pearl script. Attractively matted. Capitals struck with red, rubrics in red,
headlines in red and blue, a five-line “T” in several colors (the horizontal element in
the shape of a morose serpent), and AN ESPECIALLY FINE 11-LINE “P” IN SEVERAL
COLORS SHOWING A BAPTISM (perhaps St. Paul being baptized by Ananias), the
proselyte in an orange baptismal font, his starkly white naked body visible from the
waist up, his hands raised in prayer as a flask of holy water is emptied on his head.
THE LOWER LEFT MARGIN WITH A GUIDE SKETCH OF THE SCENE, showing
both figures as well as the baptismal accoutrements. Mounting traces on the verso,
remnants of a tab on the fore edge. IN REMARKABLY FINE CONDITION, THE
BEAUTIFULLY EXECUTED INITIAL VIRTUALLY FAULTLESS. $10,000

In addition to the artistic merits of its
beautifully rendered historiated initial,
this leaf is of special interest because it
contains a marginal guide sketch. The parent
manuscript from which this leaf comes can
almost certainly be attributed to the so-called
Leber group (named for the celebrated Leber
Psalter now at Rouen). Branner says that the
shop in which the Leber colleagues were trained
“produced some of the most beautiful work of
the 1230s and 1240s.” The present leaf is a
testament to their excellent work, featuring a
baptismal scene (which illustrates how the Thessalonians “have turned from idols to serve the living and true God”) within
a pink initial with muted white tracery and a deep blue background, accentuating the stark whiteness of the newly baptized
figure. Notwithstanding a certain expression of discomfort that goes with the baptismal dousing, the initial, including even its
very long and elegant descender, seems to be all lucidity, cleanliness, and ordered contrast, strongly emphasizing the purity of
the converted soul. Though the preliminary drawing here is a bit difficult to see, it communicates a good amount of detail about
the intended scene. In his “Medieval Illuminators and their Methods of Work,” Jonathan J. G. Alexander says that preliminary
drawings for miniatures came into use during the late 12th and early 13th century, and he indicates that such a sketch would
often have been drawn in the place where the initial would be painted (and thus obscured by the final painting) or else placed
at the very edge of the margin (and consequently trimmed off during binding). But fortunately for us, these sketches were
occasionally made far enough away from the edge to survive and not sufficiently effaced afterward, thus giving us a special
insight into the Medieval illuminator’s manner of operation. These kinds of drawings are of two basic types—those that simply
comprise a symbol to suggest content (e.g., a hammer to indicate the need for a crucifixion scene) and those (like ours) that
provide a rudimentary outline of key elements in the painting. The presence of guide sketches is significant evidence that a
manuscript was probably produced commercially, rather than in a monastery, where scribes and illuminators working in close
collaboration would presumably have communicated directly so as to make these visual cues unnecessary. Alexander reports
that he has seen 72 manuscripts with guide sketches (all listed in his appendix), most of them French or English. Graphite,
which took over from hard point as a medium for ruling during the 11th and 12th centuries, was probably used to execute the
drawings. (For a full discussion of guide sketches, see “Medieval Illuminators,” especially pp. 63-71 and figs. 93-114.) Although
someone with the responsibility of erasing the drawing has apparently attempted to do his work here, our marginal sketch,
though quite faint, is still visible to the naked eye and even more perceptible under magnification. (ST16379-005)

An Exceptionally Fine and Detailed Miniature,
Conceivably from the Circle of the Bedford Master
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AN ILLUMINATED VELLUM MANUSCRIPT LEAF FROM A BOOK OF HOURS IN LATIN, WITH AN
EXTRAORDINARILY FINE MINIATURE PAINTING OF PENTECOST. TEXT FROM THE OPENING OF THE
HOURS OF THE HOLY SPIRIT. (France: early 15th century) 190 x 144 mm. (7
1/2 x 5 3/4”). Single column, five lines of text at bottom in a fine chiseled gothic
book hand. Attractively matted. Line enders and one- or two-line initials in
burnished gold on pink and blue ground, A LOVELY THREE-LINE “D” painted
in pink, blue, and orange with white tracery, the whole on a burnished and
stippled gold ground with extenders reaching vertically and horizontally to
create a frame of floral flourishes and thick bars painted pink and blue with
white tracery and edged in stippled gold, FULL RINCEAU BORDER with many
gold ivy leaves and bezants, and with acanthus and flowers painted mainly
blue, red, and pink, A BEAUTIFUL HALF-PAGE MINIATURE OF PENTECOST
REALIZED WITH VERY MANY COLORS AND CONSIDERABLE DETAIL,
the Virgin centrally placed, wearing a vibrant blue robe and holding an open
book in her lap, surrounded by the Apostles gazing upward at the image of a
dove emanating from the heavens, all the figures with attractively stippled gold
nimbuses. Vellum slightly yellowed, a hint of soiling in margins, gold halos
just slightly worn in places, one or two minor smudges to border, but IN FINE

CONDITION OVERALL, AND THE PAINTING ESPECIALLY WELL PRESERVED, with no loss of detail, the paint
fresh and bright, and with ample margins. $12,500
This superb leaf, elegantly composed and sparkling with gold even from a good
distance, does not disappoint under closer examination: the faces are individuated,
there are many carefully realized details in the garments and appointments of the
room, and there is a convincing sense of three-dimensional perspective. Centrally
located is the voluminous figure of the Virgin dressed in blue robes edged with gold. Being
slightly closer to the viewer in the picture plane and wearing garments that cascade around
her, she appears larger than the Apostles grouped behind her, asserting her primacy in an
otherwise crowded scene. Facing outward toward the viewer, the Virgin’s gaze is the only
one not focused on the dove entering in from the window directly above. Her expression is
not one of amazement (like the Apostles), but of serenity; she seems to become one with the
Holy Ghost, crossing her hands in front of her chest in imitation of wings. Other pleasing
details stand out: two open books complete with dangling clasps, individual whisps of hair,
gold embroidery on the robes, and some very distinctive triangular floor tiles in two shades
of green, highlighted with gold. Tiles of similar triangular form are found in various early
15th century Parisian manuscripts, including some attributed to the Bedford Master and
his workshop. It is also possible that this miniature could have been executed as late as the 1420s, possibly by a Paris-trained
painter who relocated to the provinces during the English occupation, such as the Master of Morgan 453 and the Fastolf
Master. The punch work decoration on every burnished gold surface (minus the rinceau work, where the gold ivy leaves are too
small for this technique to have an effect) is an unusual feature, and could possibly provide a key for attribution to a specific
workshop. (ST16379-004)
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AN ILLUMINATED VELLUM MANUSCRIPT CALENDAR LEAF, WITH A SMALL
MINIATURE SHOWING THE LABOR OF THE MONTH, FROM A BOOK OF
HOURS IN LATIN AND FRENCH. WITH FEAST DAYS FOR NOVEMBER. (France (almost
certainly Rouen): second half of 15th century) 158 x 112 mm. (6 1/4 x 4 1/2”). Single
column, 16 lines in an elegant gothic book hand. Matted. Script in red, blue, and gold,
“KL” and several one-line initials in gold on blue and pink ground with white tracery,
both sides with a single panel border in outer margin featuring strawberries, leaves,
blue blossoms, and gold ivy leaves, some with hairline vines, over a dotted ground, recto
WITH A SMALL MINIATURE IN THE LOWER MARGIN DEPICTING THE LABOR OF
THE MONTH (the miniature featuring a male and female peasant with sticks intending
to dislodge acorns from the trees in the background for the drove of pigs beneath), both
sides of the scene with a mini-panel border like the one described above. Panel border
of recto slightly smudged in a couple of places, the peasant woman’s gown a little chipped,
other small imperfections, but these issues all quite minor, and the leaf in extremely
attractive condition, the vellum quite clean and bright, and the small miniature very pleasing. $3,000
This attractive calendar leaf, undoubtedly from a fine Book of Hours, contains
a small but immensely charming miniature depicting the labor of the month
for November: Thrashing for Acorns. The image features two peasants—a man
standing at the left and a woman sitting at the right—and their large drove of pigs, set
within a wooded forest. Each peasant holds a long stick used to shake acorns from
the trees, providing food for the animals below. The use of gold and blue lettering
here is a luxurious element, usually reserved for the more costly manuscripts of this
period. Also of some interest is the fact that the labor of the month here features
both a man and woman, whereas the majority of these particular (slightly more
masculine) scenes just include the male. (ST16380)

With Very Lively Inhabitants, and Among the
Most Attractive Small Hours Leaves We’ve Owned
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ILLUMINATED VELLUM MANUSCRIPT LEAVES, OFFERED
INDIVIDUALLY, FROM AN ENGAGING LITTLE BOOK OF HOURS
IN LATIN. WITH FINELY EXECUTED PANEL BORDERS FEATURING
DELIGHTFUL ZOOMORPHIC INHABITATION. (Northern France [probably
Paris]: ca. 1460s) 130 x 98 mm. (5 1/8 x 3 7/8”). Single column, 14 lines of text
in a very fine gothic book hand. Rubrics in red, leaves with variable numbers
of line fillers and one- and two-line capitals in blue with white tracery, the
initials on a burnished gold ground and infilled with ivy leaves in blue,
orange, and white, ALL OF THE LEAVES WITH A PANEL BORDER ON
EACH SIDE, ONE OR BOTH OF THE PANEL BORDERS INHABITED BY A
BIRD OR INSECT, the remarkably charming residents placed amidst a tangle
of acanthus leaves, flowers, buds, thistles, fruit, and other vegetation painted
in brushed gold, blue, green, pink, and other colors. A very few minor signs
of use, but generally IN EXTRAORDINARILY FINE CONDITION, the gold
sparkling, the paint uneroded, and the vellum almost entirely clean and fresh.
$375-$600 each, depending on decoration, with a few exceptional examples
priced higher

These leaves come from a large fragment of a beautifully executed little Book
of Hours done by very sophisticated artists whose illumination in general—
and zoomorphic inhabitation in particular—are extremely (and sometimes
immensely) charming. The borders here are the source of considerable delight,
containing carnations, thistles, roses, daisies, violets, strawberries, grapes, a variety
of berries, and featuring either a large insect (such as a beetle, snail, or butterfly), or bird (frequently small birds in a variety
of colors, but also a duck, and even a bird carrying a fish!). These are certainly among the most attractive and delightful small
Book of Hours leaves we have ever offered for sale. (ST12021a)
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A VELLUM MANUSCRIPT LEAF FROM THOMAS AQUINAS’
“SUMMA THEOLOGIAE.” TEXT FROM PART I. (Italy: late 15th
century) 288 x 215 mm. (11 1/4 x 8 1/2). Double column, 37 lines in a fine
humanist hand. Matted. Paragraph marks in blue and red, one threeline initial in red. Gwara, Handlist no. 40. A hint of soiling in lower
margin of verso, but A VERY FINE SPECIMEN, the leaf extremely clean
and bright, and the margins ample. $1,750
The humanist script exhibited here is based on the earlier Caroline
minuscule that dominated Western Europe between approximately 800
and 1150. Both styles are highly legible and quite elegant in their simplicity,
being characterized by neat lettering and generous spacing between letter forms.
The present manuscript leaf, eschewing any superfluous decoration that might
distract from the text, puts the focus entirely on the beauty of the scribal hand.
Examples of humanist script—in any state, let alone the fine condition seen
here—are highly sought after and not easy to acquire. This leaf comes from a
manuscript that was dismembered by biblioclast Otto Ege; other leaves from
the same manuscript also appeared in his “Fifty Original Leaves from Medieval
Manuscripts.” Ege’s specimen label for these leaves noted that “It is most
unusual to find the writings of a Church Father presented in a humanistic book
hand. (ST16379-150)

A Beautifully Preserved, Complete, Vernacular Book of Hours
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A BEAUTIFUL ILLUMINATED VELLUM MANUSCRIPT BOOK OF HOURS
IN DUTCH, WITH FIVE ATTRACTIVE MINIATURES. USE OF UTRECHT.
(Utrecht: ca. 1440-50) 150 x 105 mm. (5 7/8 x 4”). [149] leaves. One flyleaf excised before
f. 1 and last two flyleaves pasted down to lower cover, but textually COMPLETE. Single
column, 16 lines in a very pretty gothic textura. Contents: [blank] (f. 1); Calendar (f. 2);
[blank] (f. 14); Hours of the Virgin (f. 16); Short Hours of the Holy Spirit (f. 63); Short
Hours of the Cross (f. 86); Penitential Psalms and Litany (f. 95); Communion Prayers
(f. 114); Office of the Dead (f. 120); Prayers attributed to Thomas Aquinas and St.
Augustine (f. 146). Attractive 16th century calf over bevelled wooden boards, covers with
a series of blind-ruled frames, the space between the rules tooled in gilt with columns,
flowers, acorns, and leaves, center of upper cover with intricate gilt arabesque, center
of lower cover with large gilt fleur-de-lys with flowers emanating from it, raised bands,
apparently rebacked (and if so, very expertly), preserving most of original backstrip,
compartments each with central gilt flower stamp flanked with gilt leaves, all edges
gilt (corners neatly restored, lacking clasps and catch plates). Rubrics in red, many one- and two-line initials in red
or blue, 25 FOUR-LINE INITIALS painted either pink or blue with white tracery, some inhabited with a flower,
on burnished gold ground, or the initials in burnished gold on pink and blue ground, each initial accompanied
by a painted and gilt bar along inner or outer edge of text and running the length of the text block, terminating in
floral sprays, WITH FIVE FULL-PAGE MINIATURES framed in gold (four of these miniatures also with burnished
gold background), EACH MINIATURE AND THE FACING PAGE WITH FULL BORDERS incorporating gilt and
painted leaves, trefoils, and/or ivy connected with intricate hairline vines, the subjects of the miniatures being the
Annunciation (f. 15v), Trinity Enthroned (f. 62v), Crucifixion (f. 85v), Last Judgment (f. 94v), and a Funeral Mass (f.
119v). Sewing guards visible on first and last quires made from a 13th century manuscript; faint offsetting between
folios 88 and 89, possibly from a Medieval pilgrim’s badge(?).
See: Defoer, et. al, “The Golden Age of Dutch Manuscript
Illumination,” pp. 75-86. Joints cracked about an inch at head
and tail, leather with minor dings and abrasions, gutter open at
first and last quires, but the early binding very secure, unusually
lustrous, and in excellent condition overall. Occasional light
soiling to vellum, margins trimmed a little close in some places
(slightly cutting into the marginal decoration on a couple pages),
burnished gold on facing miniatures and initials showing slight
wear, green walls of Office of the Dead miniature either flaked or
faded (due to type of pigment used), other trivial imperfections,
but all these faults quite minor, and the contents by and large IN
LOVELY CONDITION, WITH THE MINIATURES VERY WELL
PRESERVED. $120,000
This enchanting little prayer book, written entirely in a vernacular language, features five delightful miniatures,
many gleaming burnished gold initials, an attractive early binding, and an excellent state of preservation. The text
here is the popular Middle Dutch translation of the Book of Hours by Geert Groote (1340-84), founder of the Brethren of the
Common Life. A practitioner of the “Devotio Moderna” (“Modern Devotion”), Groote believed in the importance of a strong
personal connection to the divine, achieved through inner devotion, prayer, and meditation. In addition to Groote’s text, this
manuscript also contains seven other prayers in Dutch, including those recited for Communion. Although this manuscript has,
in the past, been advertised as a product of the Masters of Zweder van Culembourg (including when it was first offered at
auction by Sotheby’s in 1995), we can now definitively say that it has nothing to do with that circle of illuminators. Stylistically,
the present work has more in common with the so-called Masters of Otto van Moerdrecht, the name given to a variety of Dutch
artists active in the 1430s and ‘40s, all working in a similar mode (rather than to a specific master or workshop). According to
Defoer et. al, the work of these miniaturists “exhibit varied compositional formulas and bright, highly contrasting colors. . . .
The small, somewhat doll-like figures appear rather wooden, but their expressive gestures give the scenes a varied and vivid
character.” There are also a number of stylistic and compositional elements in this manuscript that suggest a possible association
with an artist formerly referred to as the Master of the Boston City of God, and now known to be Antonis uten Broec, a

miniaturist active in the 1450s and ‘60s. Though this attribution remains speculative and
further research would be needed to confirm this hypothesis, if correct, our manuscript
would be a very early example of his work—probably executed before he had developed
a mature, firmly recognizable style. Whoever the artist(s) responsible for the miniatures,
they all show a consistent use of bright colors—mostly blue, green, and a particularly
vivid orange—coupled with softer pinks and browns, and the dazzling use of heavily
raised burnished gold. Thickly applied and mirror-like, the gold shines and sparkles in the
light, enhancing the spiritual experience. Although the subject matter of these miniatures
is fairly standard for a Book of Hours, there are two in particular that stand out for their
iconography. The first is the miniature of the Crucifixion (f. 85v), with a swooning Virgin
supported by John the Evangelist on the left of the composition, and a kneeling female
donor figure on the right (apparently dressed in the guise of a widow). Interestingly, she is
pictured alone and without the presence of a patron saint or other figure—a highly unusual
composition for a Dutch manuscript of the first half of the 15th century. Other unusual
features include the drape of her cloak over the frame and into the inner margin (thus
bridging the spiritual and temporal realms), and the fact that, in an otherwise vernacular
manuscript, she holds a scroll in Latin, which reads “O bone ihesu miserere” (“O good Jesus, have mercy”). The other miniature
of note is the Last Judgement (f. 94v), showing Christ sitting in judgement on a rainbow over the Valley of Death, his feet
resting on a golden orb, with the Virgin and John the Baptist in the foreground, gazing up at him in adoration. Immediately
below Christ, flames emanate from a fissure in the earth—another very peculiar detail—while in the distance we see the dead
rising from their graves. The Last Judgement also has the touch of a more refined artistic hand—particularly in the molding
of the faces and garments, and the sculpting of the rock formations—than the other miniatures present here, suggesting that it
may have been executed by a second artist. The faces of John the Baptist and Christ are especially well defined and beautifully
shaded. It goes without saying that prayer books as handsomely painted and well preserved as the present example are highly
desirable, and finding one in a very pleasing early binding, in a vernacular language, and complete is quite uncommon. This is
also a manuscript deserving of more study, and with significant potential for further discoveries. We are indebted to Dr. James
K. Marrow for his keen observations and assistance in researching this manuscript. (ST16819)

Exuberantly Decorated and Illuminated
With Miniatures by Francesco di Antonio del Chierico
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A LOVELY LITTLE ITALIAN ILLUMINATED VELLUM MANUSCRIPT
BOOK OF HOURS IN LATIN. USE OF ROME. (Italy [Florence],: ca. 1470) 125
x 85 mm. (5 x 3 1/4”). 246 unnumbered leaves, COMPLETE; single column, 11 lines,
in an elegant gothic rotunda script. Contents: Calendar (f. 1r); Hours of the Virgin,
“secundum consuetudinem Romane curie,” with Matins (f. 13r), Lauds (f. 27v), Prime
(f. 46r), Terce (f. 52v), Sext (f. 59v), None (f. 65v), Vespers (f. 71v), and Compline (f.
83v); Office of the Dead (f. 113r); Seven Penitential
Psalms (f. 189r); Litany (f. 208r); Hours of the Cross
(f. 223r); 15 Gradual Psalms (f. 229r). Very pretty 18th
century red morocco, elegantly gilt, covers bordered
by plain and decorative rules enclosing a panel with
large central floral spray, two birds perched on its
leaves, this surrounded by tiny gilt circles and two
more birds in flight and framed by gracefully twining
foliage; smooth spine divided into panels by triple gilt fillets, the panels with
floral sprig centerpiece and volute cornerpieces, gilt titling, turn-ins densely gilt,
marbled endpapers, all edges gilt. Rubrics in red, numerous one-line initials in red
or blue, frequent two-line initials in blue with delicate red penwork or burnished
gold with blue penwork, six three- or four-line illuminated initials in blue, green,
pink, magenta, and burnished gold, one large (35 x 45 mm.) illuminated initial in
colors and gold from which emanates a full floral border with many gold bezants,
hairline vines, and a putto, FOUR LARGE HISTORIATED INITIALS beginning
the Hours of the Virgin (depicting the Madonna and Child), Office of the Dead

(a scythe-wielding skeleton), Office of the Holy Cross (the Man of Sorrows), and the Seven Penitential Psalms
(David with his harp), ALL WITH EXCEPTIONALLY ELABORATE FLORAL BORDERS FEATURING MEDALLION
PORTRAITS, PUTTI, AND MUCH BURNISHED GOLD. Front pastedown with engraved bookplate of Marie-LouiseÉlisabeth d’Orléans, Duchesse de Berry (1695-1719); first page with ink stamp of “Monseigr. le Prince de Condé,
Gouv. de Bourgogne et Bresse”; last page with ink stamp of École Royale Militaire de Soreze; second page and last
page with unidentified armorial stamp of a bishop; two other unidentified ink stamps. One-inch crack at head
of rear joint, general minor rubbing to spine and edges, but the binding entirely sound, still quite lustrous, and
generally well preserved; trimmed close, with very slight loss at fore edge of full borders (and trivial loss at top and
bottom), script somewhat faded on half a dozen pages, occasional minor thumbing, otherwise A BEAUTIFUL WORK
INTERNALLY, the vellum fresh and bright, the colors vivid, and the paint and glistening gold intact. $110,000
The production of a highly desirable artist favored by European royalty,
this work boasts an abundance of noble associations, with a small but
dazzling decorative program to match. The delicate pink-tinged molding of
the figures, the presence of decorative putti and birds, and the exuberant borders
make this the unmistakable work of Francesco di Antonio del Chierico (1433-84),
a precociously talented illuminator and goldsmith working in Florence during the
height of its golden age. Chierico received major commissions from the time he
was in his early twenties, counting among his patrons Cosimo, Piero, and Lorenzo
de’ Medici, as well as Federico da Montefeltro, Duke of Urbino, who constructed
one of the greatest libraries of the Italian Renaissance (complete with its own
scriptorium). With the help and connections of the bookseller Vespasian Bisticci,
Chierico’s fame spread quickly throughout Italy and into neighboring countries.
Other known patrons included the King of Naples (Alfonso of Aragon), King
Mattias Corvinus of Hungary, and King Louis XI of France, among others. Thus,
it is hardly surprising that while the script, decorative patterns, and illustrations
all indicate that this Book of Hours was executed in Florence, the rest of its
known provenance is French. Although this work contains no obvious clues
that might indicate the identity of the original patron, other markings reveal
its distinguished ownership history, beginning in the early 18th century. The
first known owner, the (especially fertile) Duchesse de Berry, was born at
Versailles and lived a short but scandalous life, having incurred no fewer than
six pregnancies by various men at the time of her death at 23 (Voltaire was
famously imprisoned for talking about her transgressions in the presence of a
police informant). Later, our manuscript fell into the possession of Louis-Joseph
de Bourbon, Prince de Condé (1736-1818), a staunch supporter of the monarchy who barely escaped the Reign of Terror and the
fate of his less fortunate Bourbon relatives. Even without the knowledge of its lofty provenance or the reputation of the artist,
one can plainly see the high level of aesthetic achievement here in the impeccable application of paint in the intricate borders,
the beautifully convincing depiction of human and angelic bodies, and the faultless balance in design and color. Installed in some
of the most prestigious collections in the world (the British Library, the Getty, the Walters, etc.), Chierico’s work continues to
be vigorously collected. (ST12989)

A Lovely Manuscript with Text Derived from the Book of Common Prayer,
Calligraphed and Decorated with Considerable Beauty and Imagination
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(ILLUMINATED MANUSCRIPT ON VELLUM - MODERN). CLEGG, ERNEST COSTAIN. THE LITANY.
(Birmingham: 1907) 312 x 275 mm. (12 3/8 x 10 3/4”). [16] leaves, illuminated on rectos only. Pleasing original
full vellum over bevelled boards, covers ruled in gilt and with gilt crosses in each corner, gilt lettering on upper cover,
smooth spine, gilt rules dividing compartments with central gilt cross, thick vellum turn-ins ruled in gilt, bright
purple silk endpapers (front joint very expertly repaired). Calligraphic lettering mostly in black, green, and red, a
few one-line initials and many three-line initials in blue or purple with red penwork, several slightly larger purple
or blue initials infilled with ivy of various colors and dotted with gold, EACH PAGE WITH A DIFFERENT ARTS &
CRAFTS-INSPIRED FLORAL BORDER consisting of multi-colored blossoms and acanthus as well as meandering
vine-stems, and highlighted with gold bezants or stippled gold, ONE LEAF WITH A 90 MM. INITIAL INHABITED

BY A REALISTIC CATHEDRAL
INTERIOR, the large lettering below it
on a gold ground with etched patterns
and painted purple ivy leaves, the text
and the initial surrounded by pink
roses, green leaves, and thorny vines.
Corners a bit bumped, vellum with
a few shallow scratches, slightly soiled
in a few places, other minor signs of
use, but the binding still quite clean
and attractive; perhaps a hint of thumbsoiling to margins of a couple leaves,
but the contents in nearly perfect
condition. $9,000
This is a beautiful and engaging
manuscript
with
imaginative
illuminations by the little-known
but extremely talented illuminator,
calligrapher, and cartographer, Ernest
Costain Clegg (1876-1954). The text here
reproduces the Great Litany of the Church of England, derived from the Book of Common Prayer and composed of short
divine petitions. Each leaf contains a different and unique border featuring stylized floral motifs, often with curving vines
encircling the text, and a cheerful color palette consisting of clear pastels that beautifully offset the darker inks used in the text.
The generous use of gold on the first leaf of text and gilt details throughout the borders
provide a dimension of luxury without overshadowing the prayers themselves. Clegg
draws on the Medieval tradition of manuscript illumination, but this work also shows the
influence of the Arts & Crafts movement of the 19th century, especially in the beautiful
initial inhabited by a realistic Cathedral interior pierced with light—a feature that invites
comparison with the superlative work of Alberto Sangorski. But Clegg’s reliance on a
variety of floral decoration in his borders makes this manuscript more feminine than the
typical work of Sangorski. Ernest Clegg entered the military in his early twenties, serving
in the Boer War (1899-1902), then returned to England to train at the Birmingham School
of Art. In 1909 he went to work for Tiffany’s of New York as a jewelry designer. Clegg
also served in the English forces during the First World War; afterwards, in America,
his popularity in the veteran community led to more commissions and a thriving artistic
career. Clegg is perhaps best known for illustrating the poem “In Flanders Fields,” written
by John McCrae, but he also found success as a cartographer, producing, among other
works, a well-known map of Charles Lindbergh’s flight across the Atlantic in 1927.
(ST16456)

The Exceptionally Beautiful Botfield Copy of the First Appearance of Plutarch’s “Moralia,”
Covering Newlywed Advice, Flatterer Detection, and More about Greco-Roman Society
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(ALDINE IMPRINT). (POST-INCUNABLE). PLUTARCH. OPUSCULA LXXXXII. (Venetiis [Venice]: In
aedibus Aldi & Andreae Asulani Soceti, March 1509) 295 x 185 mm. (11 3/4 x 7 1/4”). 8 p.l., 1050 pp.,
[1] leaf. With a preface in Greek by editor Demetrios Doukas. EDITIO PRINCEPS. Stately 19th century red
pebble-grain morocco, gilt, covers with plain and dot rule border, frame of floral and dogtooth rolls, oblique floral
cornerpieces, central panel with Aldine anchor and dolphin device at center, raised bands, spines luxuriantly gilt
in compartments with complex floral mandorla at center, curling cornerpieces, gilt titling, turn-ins with floral gilt
roll, marbled endpapers, all edges gilt. In red morocco-lipped slipcase. With Aldine printer’s device on title and
final page. Ahmanson-Murphy I, 84; Kallendorf-Wells 92; Renouard 1509/1; EDIT16 37429. Upper cover with
short dark line and a couple of small smudges, extremities lightly rubbed, leaves lightly washed and pressed in
keeping with bibliophilic fashion at time of binding but AN EXTRAORDINARILY BEAUTIFUL COPY—ENTIRELY

CLEAN, FRESH, AND BRIGHT INTERNALLY—IN A MOST ATTRACTIVE 19TH
CENTURY BINDING. $35,000
This is the outstanding Botfield copy of the first appearance in print of Plutarch’s
“Moralia” or “Moral Philosophy,” a collection of essays dealing with such diverse
topics as the role played by fortune, exile, animal intelligence, health, advice for
newlyweds, the education of children, benefitting from one’s enemies, the value
of having few or many friends, how to recognize a flatterer, and many other
topics which give scholars insight into Greco-Roman society and obscure cults.
The value of the collection is enhanced by the fact that Plutarch borrows liberally from
lost Greek works, some of which would otherwise be unknown to us. While lesserknown than the author’s “Parallel Lives” of the Greeks and Romans, the moral essays
formed nearly half of his output, and were highly influential on later essayists, including
Montaigne and Pope. Perhaps the person most
singly responsible for bringing down to us the
literary treasures of antiquity, Aldo Manuzio
(born Teobaldo Manucci, commonly called by
his Latin name Aldus Manutius, 1449-1515)
established his press in Venice in 1494, produced
a long list of classical works, especially of Greek
authors and often in first edition, and began in 1501 a series of portable editions of
Latin, Greek, and Italian classics that brought widespread popularity in Italy to works
that even those of modest means could afford. When Aldus died, virtually all of the
important works from classical Greek had been published, and he himself had been
responsible for 27 first editions as printer and often as editor as well. The present first
edition was edited by Greek scholar Demetrios Doukas, with assistance from Erasmus
and Girolamo Aleandro. The attractive binding celebrates our printer, incorporating his
famous dolphin-and-anchor device into the design. The work was likely done for former
owner Beriah Botfield (1807-63), Member of Parliament, naturalist, bibliographer, and
bibliophile. He collected early printed and color plate books, which he bequeathed to
the Marquess of Bath. The book resided in the library at Bath’s Longleat estate until
death duties forced his heirs to send many possessions to auction. Our copy appeared
at Christie’s in June 2002, when it fetched a hammer price of £15,000 ($22,260).
(ST16646)
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(AMERICANA - VIRGINIA, COLONIAL HISTORY OF). KEITH,
WILLIAM. THE HISTORY OF THE BRITISH PLANTATIONS IN AMERICA. . . .
CONTAINING THE HISTORY OF VIRGINIA; WITH REMARKS ON THE TRADE
AND COMMERCE OF THAT COLONY. (London: [Printed for] the Society for the
Encouragement of Learning by S. Richardson, 1738) 240 x 186 mm. (9 1/2 x 7 1/4”).
4 p.l., 187, [1] pp. FIRST EDITION. Contemporary sprinkled calf, raised bands, red
morocco label. With engraved device of the Society on title page and final page,
engraved tailpiece, and TWO FOLDING MAPS. Church 930; Howes K-36; Sabin 37240;
ESTC T115083. Front joint cracked (but the cover still firmly attached), thin halfinch chip to spine at tail of front joint, other minor signs of wear to the leather, but the
original unsophisticated binding sound and pleasing. Light scattered foxing (mostly
confined to margins), one leaf with a tiny hole affecting a couple of words, other trivial
imperfections, but A FINE COPY INTERNALLY, the paper fresh and clean, the maps
(remarkably) free from any tears. $15,000
Tracing the history of Virginia from the earliest English settlements through the first
quarter of the 18th century, with valuable notes on the colony’s economy and trade,
this is a scarce and valuable work by a former colonial official with direct knowledge

of the region. The history draws on earlier accounts, most notably the 1705
work of Jamestown-born historian Robert Beverley (ca. 1667-1722), but the
more contemporary observations, including those related to agriculture and
economy, come from the firsthand experiences of author William Keith (16801749), who went to Virginia in 1714 upon his appointment as surveyor-general
of customs for the southern colonies in North America. According to ANB,
he toured Virginia, the Carolinas, Pennsylvania, and Jamaica over the next
two years, charming all he met. In 1717, he became governor of Pennsylvania
and, ANB notes, “for five years, from 1717 to 1722, Keith was the most
popular governor since the founding of the colony.” During his service in the
American colonies, Keith wrote reports to the British government that ANB
says “helped shape royal policy well into the 1760s.” Knowledge gleaned in

producing these reports is shared in the present work,
which features two fine maps: “A New and Correct
Map of America” (measuring 560 x 475 mm.), showing
North and South America, with California as an island,
with inset views of Port Royal, Boston, Georgia, North
Pole and a Newfoundland cod fishery, as well as “A
New Map of Virginia” (measuring 340 x 235 mm.) by
Thomas Fairfax, dated 1738, showing the Tidewater
region of the Mid-Atlantic states, centering on Virginia,
with Maryland and [New] Jersey to the north and North
Carolina to the south. Thomas Jefferson was familiar
with this work, remarking in “Notes on Virginia” that it
is “agreeable enough in style, and passes over events of
little importance.” Keith intended this to be the first in a
series on the British colonies in North America—thus the
“End of Vol. I” notation on the final page—but the project
was abandoned for lack of funds. This work is rare in
the marketplace: just two copies complete with maps (one
of these in a modern binding) have appeared at auction
since 1991. (ST16322)
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(ARCTIC EXPLORATION - FRANKLIN, SIR JOHN). M’CLINTOCK, FRANCIS LEOPOLD. THE VOYAGE
OF THE FOX IN THE ARCTIC SEAS: A NARRATIVE OF THE DISCOVERY OF THE FATE OF SIR JOHN
FRANKLIN AND HIS COMPANIONS. (London: John Murray, 1859) 225 x 155 mm. (9 x 6”). xxvii, [i], 403, [1] pp.
FIRST EDITION. Pleasing contemporary red half calf over marbled boards, raised bands, spine attractively gilt in
compartments featuring scrolling cornerpieces and lozenge centerpiece, marbled endpapers, top edge gilt. With
frontispiece, engraved title page, 13 plates, two folding maps, one folding document, and five small illustrations in
the text. A little rubbing to joints and extremities, a three-inch tear to fold-out plate (no loss), other trivial defects,
but still a nearly fine copy, the attractive binding solid and very bright, and the text fresh and smooth. $650

This is a well-illustrated and well-documented account of the final search for Sir John Franklin, the Arctic explorer
who mapped nearly two thirds of the northern coastline of North America and whose expedition disappeared during
an 1845 attempt to chart and navigate a section of the Northwest Passage in the Canadian Arctic. Franklin was a
hero in Britain for his earlier Arctic explorations, so when his well-equipped expedition staffed with the Royal Navy’s best
men failed to return or contact authorities by 1847, search efforts were mounted. Over the next decade, 30 operations were
organized, some by the British government, others by private parties with funds raised by Lady Franklin. The crew that finally
found some answers was led by Sir Francis Leopold M’Clintock (1819-1907), who helmed the “Fox,” a sailing ship of 26 men
that set off in 1859. Though hope of finding Franklin (1786-1847) alive had passed, M’Clintock succeeded in discovering
numerous skeletons and relics from the ships, as well as an official form, completed by the crew, noting Franklin’s death in
1847 and the loss of the ships. None of the 129 men who had departed with Franklin made it home alive. Still, DNB recognizes
his place in the history of exploration: “he was not the most innovative or successful of Arctic explorers, but his charting of the
North American coast was accurate and extensive.” (ST15557-21)

One of Just 85 Copies, None Offered for Sale
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(ASHENDENE PRESS). BRIDGES, ROBERT. POEMS WRITTEN IN
THE YEAR MCMXIII BY ROBERT BRIDGES POET LAUREATE. (Chelsea:
Ashendene Press, 1914) 220 x 182 mm. (8 3/4 x 6 3/8”). 2 p.l. (first blank), 20 pp.
FIRST EDITION. ONE OF 85 COPIES ON PAPER (and six on vellum), none of them
for sale. Original holland-backed blue paper boards. Hand-painted initials in red or
blue. Three lines printed in red. Hornby 28; Franklin, p. 239. Boards a little soiled,
tiny chip to head of spine, but an excellent copy, the text clean, fresh, and bright,
and the fragile original binding entirely solid. $3,750

One of 40 memorably beautiful Ashendene Press books issued
between 1895 and 1935, this is a collection of poems composed during
the year Bridges was named Poet Laureate. Bridges (1844-1930) had
written verse since childhood, and he continued to do so while studying
and practicing medicine, with his first volume of verse appearing in 1873.
Day says he “is probably the master in English of a serene classic style,”
and notes the poet’s lifelong “fervid interest” in “high-quality printing of
books,” a taste that no doubt drew him to St John Hornby’s Ashendene
Press. During the period when the present item was in production, Bridges had written to Hornby several times. “I hope
that you will not think the little poems unworthy of your press,” he said in a letter dated 18-19 November 1914. “One cannot
estimate one’s own work very surely, but I am willing to be judged by these poems, and am anxious to print them.” Hornby set
the type for the text with his own hands and issued the work for private circulation only, supplying Bridges with 50 copies and
keeping the rest for himself. The last book published before a six-year hiatus at the press because of World War I, this printing

constituted the first appearance of these poems in book form, and the present item comprises the only literary first printing of
significance done at the Ashendene Press. (ST15816-19)

A Livre d’Artiste Set in a Sewer (with a Cast Including a Mule),
In a Binding Reflecting these Contents, One of 10 Specially Bound Copies
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(BINDINGS - CLEMENTS). MEYERSON, SIMON. NATALIA D’ARBELOFF, Illustrator and Designer.
FUNGUS AND CURMUDGEONLY. (London: NdA Press, 1980) 315 x 130 mm. (12 3/8 x 5”). 35, [1] pp., [4]
leaves. Calligraphed text in red and black written out by Sally
Johnson on a unique vellum copy, and photo-lithographed
on BFK Rives paper for this edition. No. 4 OF 10 COPIES
SPECIALLY BOUND BY DESIGNER BOOKBINDERS, from
an edition of 50 copies signed by the author and artist.
STRIKING MULTI-COLOR MOROCCO, INLAID IN AN
ABSTRACT DESIGN, BY JEFF CLEMENTS, covers and
spine with wrap-around design composed of brown, black,
taupe, and citron morocco with geometric blind rules and
a quadrilateral tooled in white on the upper cover, DARK
GREEN MOROCCO DOUBLURES tooled with a blind
geometric design, tan suede endleaves. In a custom gray cloth
drop-back box with niche for the accompanying cassette
tape. Patterned flyleaves, frontispiece, and six doublepage etchings by Natalia d’Arbeloff. With a cassette tape
recording of a reading of the play by Charles Turner and Jack
LeWhite. A typed letter signed by binder Jeff Clements and
a photocopied review of the Designer Bookbinders exhibit
in which this binding appeared laid in. In mint condition.
$6,800

Despite the vaguely unpleasant title, this is a notable and
obviously extremely limited artist’s book, offered here in a striking binding that is distinctly tall and narrow, with
design elements inspired by events in the text, a dramatic dialogue between a “Shakespearean Superstar and his
Understudy.” According to the binder’s letter to Professor John Burton, the original purchaser of the binding, “The design is
very much based on the narrative itself with references to blindness as in the blind sun in white within the incised leather; the
play takes place in a sewer, also evident, and the lower corner on the back cover is a hint about the mule which appears on
the last pages of the play.” (Perhaps these plot elements are not as compelling as “King
Lear,” but they certainly are curious.) Clements notes further that the binding was
completed in 1981 and exhibited in a Designer Bookbinders show, and he has enclosed
a copy of a review of that show, underlining the portion where the critic compares this
binding to the paintings of British artists William Scott and Ben Nicholson. Clements
(b. 1934) studied at the Plymouth College of Art and Design, receiving the National
Diploma in Design in 1955, and continued his education in bookbinding at the Central
School of Arts and Crafts. He became a fellow of Designer Bookbinders in 1957, and
served as the organization’s president from 1981 to 1983. Since 1988, he has been
based in Amsterdam, where he operates Binderij Meridiaan with Katinka Keus. BritishAmerican artist Natalia (or Natalie) d’Abeloff is a painter, printmaker, book-artist,
cartoonist and teacher, but is best known for her livres d’artiste, copies of which are
held by institutions including the Rijksmuseum, the Victoria and Albert Museum, and
the Library of Congress. The present work represents an early venture into multimedia
works, an area she has continued to explore in the digital age, creating a “Bloggers’
Parliament” and authoring a popular web comic. Jerry Jenkins, Curator of Contemporary
British Published Collections at the British Library, notes the many ways the various
elements of Abeloff’s books—paper, print, illustrations—and the techniques she employs
give her works appeal to a number of senses on a number of levels. With “Fungus and

Curmudgeonly,” he was impressed by the impact of being able to follow the text while hearing actors perform the roles, noting
that “this offers an aural immersion into the play along with the performance.” She is a Fellow of the Society of Designer
Craftsmen, and her papers are held by the V&A. (ST14910)

The Definitive History of the Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood by one of its Founders, in
Striking, Immaculate Fazakerley Bindings Featuring Six Small Paintings on the Fore-Edges
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(BINDINGS - FAZAKERLEY). (FORE-EDGE PAINTINGS). HUNT,
WILLIAM HOLMAN. PRE-RAPHAELITISM AND THE PRE-RAPHAELITE
BROTHERHOOD. (London: Macmillan and Co., 1905) 211 x 136 mm. (8 1/2 x 5
1/2”). Two volumes. FIRST EDITION. LOVELY CRIMSON CRUSHED MOROCCO,
GILT, BY FAZAKERLEY OF LIVERPOOL (stamp-signed on front turn-in), covers
with gilt-ruled border, central panel enclosed by French fillet frame, elaborate
cornerpieces with curling line emanating from an eight-pointed star, accented
by dots and circlets, drawer-handle tools along the sides, raised bands, spine
compartments intricately gilt with swirling lines surrounding an eight-pointed star,
fleuron tools at sides, gilt titling, turn-ins framed with drawer-handle tools and gilt
fillets, fleurons at corners, floral sprigs at center of each side, leather hinges, moss
green moiré silk doublures and endleaves, marbled flyleaves, EDGES GILT AND
ELABORATELY GAUFFERED, EACH FORE-EDGE WITH ONE LARGE AND
TWO SMALL PAINTINGS reproducing works by artists of the Pre-Raphaelite
period. Each volume in a red cloth chemise, housed together in a morocco-backed
slipcase, the back with raised bands, gilt rules, and gilt lettering. With 158 black
& white illustrations in the text, 33 of these full-page, and 40 PHOTOGRAVURE
PLATES reproducing Pre-Raphaelite paintings. Very faint offsetting from plates, but A SUPERB SET, near-pristine
internally, in bindings that look like new, with extremely well-preserved fore-edge paintings. $20,000
Written by a founding member of the Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood, this history of perhaps
the most significant modern movement in British art is exquisitely bound, with glittering
fore edges displaying replicas of two of the author’s best-known paintings. A group of artists
fascinated by all things Medieval, the Pre-Raphaelites deprecated the heartlessness and mass
production of the industrial age and advocated guild socialism. The Brotherhood was founded in
1848 by painters Hunt (1827-1910), Dante Gabriel Rossetti, and John Everett Millais, who were
soon joined by fellow art students James Collinson, Frederic George Stephens, Thomas Woolner,
and Rossetti’s younger brother William Michael Rossetti. According to DNB, “the Pre-Raphaelite
Brotherhood was the most influential avant-garde group in the history of British art. . . . Although
this initial grouping was relatively short-lived [1848-54], its influence extended throughout the
nineteenth century and reached well beyond Britain. Major artistic and cultural figures such
as Edward Burne-Jones and William Morris took up the Brotherhood’s ideas, expanded and
transformed them.” Written near the end of Hunt’s life, this history of the “PRB” was, DNB
tells us, “intended as a definitive history of the movement.” Known
to have apprenticed with John Sutton in Liverpool in 1813, binder
Thomas Fazakerley established his own business in 1835 and worked
until 1877, after which time his son John continued the firm. Their workshop did not produce
bindings in great numbers, but its craftsmen established a durable reputation for fine quality work.
Fazakerley is especially well known for delicate paintings on glittering gold fore edges, visible, not
when the volume is fanned open, but rather when it is closed—and that is certainly a feature notably
on display here. The fore-edge of volume I combines small views of Rome and Venice after PreRaphaelite forerunner J. M. W. Turner with a larger central painting after Hunt’s own “Lady of
Shallott”; the smaller paintings on volume II are a view of Lake Como after Turner and the Flight
into Egypt after John Martin, placed above and below a larger replica of Hunt’s “Isabella and the
Pot of Basil.” The illustrations and subject matter here provided inspiration that resulted in one of
the most impressive examples of Fazakerley creations that we have encountered, and the sturdy
cases have preserved the bindings in near-original condition. (ST16664)

Large-Format Dutch Bindings of Considerable Beauty
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(BINDINGS - FRÖDING OF AMSTERDAM). YORKE, PHILIP, EARL OF HARDWICKE, CHARLES
YORKE, and others. ATHENIAN LETTERS: OR, THE EPISTOLARY CORRESPONDENCE OF AN AGENT OF
THE KING OF PERSIA, RESIDING AT ATHENS DURING THE PELOPONNESIAN WAR. (London: T. Cadell jun. & W.
Davies, 1798) 290 x 225 mm. (11 1/2 x 8 3/4”). Two volumes. Edited by Thomas Birch. First Illustrated Edition, to
which is prefixed a geographical index. HANDSOME EARLY 19TH CENTURY MARBLED CALF BY J. FRÖDING
OF AMSTERDAM (his ticket on front free endpaper), covers framed by thick and thin rules and bead-and-feather
chain roll, smooth spine of dark red straight-grain morocco gilt in
a Neoclassical style, with panels formed by chain and Greek key
rolls containing sunburst centerpiece encircled by garlands, one
green and one black morocco label, gilt-hatched turn-ins, marbled
endpapers, all edges gilt. With frontispiece portraits of Philip and
Charles Yorke, 11 engraved busts of famous Athenians, and a folding
map of Greece. For the binder: Van Leeuwen, “Dutch Decorated
Bookbinding in the 18th Century” I, 714. Boards tending to splay
slightly, joints faintly rubbed, the leaves immediately adjacent to the
map a bit browned, occasional mild foxing or tiny rust stains, but
AN EXTREMELY ATTRACTIVE COPY—clean and fresh internally
with generous margins, and in a stately, lustrous binding. $3,500
This is an especially pleasing copy of the definitive edition of an
epistolary novel comprising a group of fictional letters purportedly
written during the Peloponnesian War, and featuring a notably
handsome binding by Amsterdam artisan Jonas Fröding. Begun as
an academic exercise among friends headed by Philip Yorke, second Earl
of Hardwicke (1720-90), and his brother Charles (1722-70), “Letters” was
edited by the historian Thomas Birch (1705-66), with contributions from
Henry Coventry, John Green, Samuel Salter, the bluestocking scholar
Catherine Talbot (1721-70), Daniel Wray, George Henry Rooke, John
Heaston, and John Lawry. After a private printing in 1741 of just 10 copies, a second edition of 100 copies appeared in 1781
after several of the original participants had died, and sparked what Britannica calls “a considerable vogue” for this and other
works of historical fiction. A pirated Dublin edition was issued in 1792 to capitalize on this popularity, but it was suppressed by
Hardwicke’s heir and superseded by our very attractive large-format 1798 printing, done under the third Earl of Hardwicke’s
direction, with an added geographical index, engraved plates, and a map. Stockholm-born binder Jonas Fröding (ca. 1763-1808)
was registered as a burgher in Amsterdam in 1794, at which time Jan Storm van Leeuwen believes he was working as an
apprentice for the Crevenna Bindery, a prestigious workshop that produced high-quality bindings for bibliophiles on their old
and valuable books. One such client was the Italian-Dutch merchant by whose name the bindery was known, Pieter Crevenna.
In 1803, Fröding was received into the bookbinders’ guild and set up his own workshop, where he continued to use several roll
tools from the Crevenna stock. While none of our rolls matches Crevenna rolls exactly, two of them (bead-and-feather, Greek
key) are very similar to Crevenna rolls IX and XXV (van Leeuwen I, 715-16), and the overall design is quite like van Leeuwen
fig. 239, a 1795 binding of tree calf by the Crevenna bindery, with a gilt design in a Neoclassical style; that work would have
been done during the time van Leeuwen believes Fröding was an apprentice there. Sadly, Fröding’s career lasted just five years;
he died in Amsterdam in 1808. Not surprisingly, given the brevity of his working life, bindings by Fröding are uncommon in the
marketplace. This work is seen for sale from time to time, but our copy stands out because of its particularly attractive binding.
(ST15948)
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(BINDINGS - GUILD OF WOMEN BINDERS STYLE). GIBBS, MARY AND ELLEN. THE BIBLE
REFERENCES OF JOHN RUSKIN. (London: George Allen, Ruskin House, 1898) 195 x 130 mm. (7 3/4 x 5”).
viii, 303 pp., [4] leaves (ads). Second Printing. FINE CONTEMPORARY MODELLED GOATSKIN IN THE STYLE OF
THE GUILD OF WOMEN BINDERS, upper cover with title in gothic lettering, entwined acanthus leaves above and
below, lower cover with curling grapevine enclosing an unfinished central oval, smooth spine, brown silk endleaves
patterned with gilt foliage, top edge gilt, other edges untrimmed. With printer’s device on verso of half title. Title

page printed in red and black. Half title with pencilled note about the binding.
Spine and extremities a little rubbed, four small spots to boards, occasional mild
foxing, but an excellent copy, generally clean and fresh, in an entirely sound and
pleasing binding with much appeal. $1,250
The work produced by women in the literary and Arts & Crafts movements in late
19th century England is beautifully memorialized here in the Gibbs sisters’ unusual
and respected compilation of Ruskin’s writings on the Bible, bound in the style made
popular by Annie MacDonald and the Guild of Women Binders, of which she was a
founding member. According to Tidcombe, MacDonald’s technique for creating modelled
leather bindings involved taking a volume already covered in goatskin, and using a leatherworking tool to press down the background leather, allowing a raised design to emerge.
MacDonald also taught this method to her students, and it is possible that our binding,
with unfinished tooling on the rear board, was used for teaching purposes. The result of a
painstaking examination of Ruskin’s extensive writings, the text here is an alphabetically
arranged anthology of the influential writer’s thoughts on various biblical subjects and passages. Modern scholar Andrew
Tate calls the book “the most important editorial apparatus available on Ruskin’s use of the Bible,” while Ruskin biographer
Timothy Hilton hails the Gibbs sisters for producing “a book of high literary quality and searching piety . . . a moving tribute
to a religious mind.” This item comes from the estate of Jim Graham, AIDS activist, Washington, D.C. city council member, and
clerk to Chief Justice Earl Warren of the U.S. Supreme Court. (ST15237)

Celebrating the Immortality of Beauty with Keats’ Poetic Text,
Alberto Sangorski’s Illuminations, and a Magnificent Jewelled Binding by Riviere
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(BINDINGS - JEWELLED). (ILLUMINATED MANUSCRIPT - MODERN). [SANGORSKI, ALBERTO,
Illuminator]. KEATS, JOHN. LA BELLE DAME SANS MERCI [AND OTHER POEMS]. ([London]: 1928)
313 x 248 mm. (12 1/2 x 9 7/8”). 21 pp., [1] leaf (colophon). EXQUISITE TERRA COTTA-COLORED CRUSHED
MOROCCO, LAVISHLY GILT, INLAID, AND BEJEWELLED, BY RIVIERE & SONS (stamp-signed on front turnin), upper cover with border of inlaid turquoise morocco, inlaid green morocco frame tooled with gilt rose leaves
and inlaid with 22 ivory morocco blossoms, each with a dark blue cabochon stone at center, a border of terra cotta
morocco lettered in gilt with first lines of “Endymion” by Keats (“A thing of beauty is a joy for ever: Its loveliness
increases / It will never pass into nothingness: But still will keep a bower quiet for us, and a sleep / Full of sweet
dreams and health and quiet breathing”), a thinner band of turquoise morocco enclosing a large central panel of

green morocco richly tooled with curling fronds of foliage emanating from turquoise morocco hearts at corners and
bearing numerous inlaid ivory morocco blossoms, central recessed medallion of turquoise morocco with gold metal
“J K” monogram set with 79 seed pearls, this enclosed by an oval of gilt-tooled green morocco and a frame of terra
cotta morocco inlaid with rose branches of brown and green morocco blossoming with six ivory morocco roses,
each set with five red stones (garnets?) at its center, this outlined with turquoise morocco strapwork intertwined
with a purple morocco heart at head and foot, lower cover with inlaid frame of turquoise morocco tooled with gilt
Greek key pattern and set with 14 gilt-tooled tan palm leaves, center panel with large Greek vase inlaid in dark blue
and tan morocco tooled in gilt, raised bands, spine compartments framed in turquoise morocco and with inlaid
leaf design, gilt titling, PALE GRAY MOROCCO DOUBLURES elaborately tooled in gilt into a checkerboard of 12
compartments, each containing a lyre or a spray of flowers, the doublures surrounded by a frame of terra cotta and
turquoise morocco set with 36 small circles of tan morocco,
ivory watered silk end leaves, all edges gilt (newly inserted
matching silk guards). In the original padded, silk-lined black
straight-grain morocco box. Title page with illuminated border
in colors and gold, burnished gold lettering, inset miniatures
of Keats (with tiny inscription of “A S” and the date 1928
written in white paint) and “La Belle Dame,” each page of text
with intricate three-quarter illuminated borders in rich hues of
blue, purple, green, and pink, with much gold, 14 illuminated
initials, FIVE VIGNETTE MINIATURES, AND FOUR FULLPAGE MINIATURES. Ratcliffe, “Jewelled Bookbindings and
Illuminated Manscripts, A Checklist.” No. 230. Spine just
slightly darkened, otherwise A SPARKLING COPY INSIDE
AND OUT. $125,000
When Keats declared, “A thing of beauty is a joy for ever,”
he could have been describing this spectacular example of
early 20th century handcrafted book art: a splendidly bound,
exceptionally attractive modern illuminated manuscript
dating from the period after its scribe and illuminator Alberto
Sangorski (1862-1932) began to work for Riviere. A Polish
émigré, Alberto started his professional life as secretary to a
goldsmith’s firm, became attracted to the book arts at the age of 43,
and began doing illuminated manuscripts that were then bound by

his brother Francis’ firm, Sangorski & Sutcliffe. Sometime around 1910, Alberto
and Francis had a falling out, and the artist went to work for the chief competitor
to his brother’s firm. In the early part of the 20th century, an intense rivalry
between Riviere and Sangorski developed, and the two workshops began putting
out intricately decorated bindings described by Nixon as having as their main
aim the putting of “so much gold and color on the cover that the hue of the
original leather could no longer be determined.” The upper cover of the present
binding beautifully demonstrates the truth of Nixon’s characterization, boasting
137 jewels in addition to rich gilt tooling and morocco inlays in five colors, but
the more restrained lower cover also makes an impact with the relative simplicity
of its Grecian urn. Ratcliffe estimates that of these special bindings “no more
than 300 were ever produced,” and given the labor-intensive process required,
this small number is not surprising. Three works by one of the greatest Romantic
poets are written out in Alberto’s elegant script: “La Belle Dame sans Merci,”
“Ode on a Grecian Urn,” and “Ode to Psyche.” The smaller miniatures here depict
a knight leading La Belle Dame on horseback, the Acropolis, a woodland path,
Psyche lying naked on her bed, and Cupid with Psyche. The full-page miniatures
show us a knight in full armor, the Porch of the Caryatids at the Greek temple
of Erechtheion, a Greek urn, and Psyche with peacocks. The present manuscript is not only dazzling in its beauty, but also
memorable in the degree of decoration; there are other lovely Sangorski illuminated books, but ours has significantly more
miniatures than the majority of the rest. Alberto tended to favor jewel tones of purple and deep blues for his illuminated
initials and borders, and those colors appear here, but in more vibrant hues than usual—lapis and azure instead of navy, lilac
and lavender in addition to violet—and this aesthetic choice brings considerable vitality to the manuscript, celebrating the
immortality of beauty rather than mourning its evanescence. (ST16166)

A Striking Volume, as Handsome as One Would Expect from Two of the Best Craftsmen
The French and English Book Worlds Had To Offer at the End of the 18th Century
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(BINDINGS - KALTHOEBER). ROUSSEAU, JEAN-BAPTISTE. ODES, CANTATES, EPITRES ET POESIES
DIVERSES. (Paris: P. Didot, fils aîné de F. A. Didot l’aîné, 1790) 325 x 235 mm. (12 3/4 x 9 1/4”). xii, 560
pp. ONE OF 250 COPIES. A Large Paper Copy. HANDSOME GREEN MOROCCO, GILT IN THE NEOCLASSICAL
STYLE, BY CHRISTIAN SAMUEL KALTHOEBER, covers with Greek key border enclosing central panel framed by
a chain of palmettes at sides, each descending from the grip of
an eagle, garlands and pateras across the top, and the foot with
two mermaids flanking an urn, double raised bands separated
by thick gilt rule, spine compartments densely stippled, with
palmette at center surrounded by garlands and small tools,
circlets at corners, gilt titling, turn-ins with Greek key roll,
marbled endpapers, original leather hinges, all edges gilt.
Engraved arms of the Dauphin on title page. Brunet IV, 1421.
For the binding: Foot, Henry Davis Gift II, 189; Maggs 1075, no.
219 and 1212, no. 164; Oldaker Collection 21; British Library
Database of Bookbindings, Shelfmark Davis194. Spine
uniformly sunned to olive brown, joints showing minor wear
(front joint with tiny crack at head and foot), small tear to foot
of spine, corners slightly bumped, a couple of dark spots and
trivial indentations to boards, but the binding quite sound and
still lustrous. Occasional mild marginal foxing, otherwise a
fine copy, clean, smooth, and bright internally, with generous
margins. $5,900
Printed by order of the king of France for the education of the
Dauphin, this lovely large-format Didot edition of the poetry
of Jean-Baptiste Rousseau is offered here in a wonderful

Neoclassical binding. Dramatist and poet Rousseau (1671-1941) produced formal odes and sacred cantatas, but was best
known for his biting and witty epigrams, which Britannica tells us “are considered his best work and are perhaps the best of
their kind in the 18th century.” The vicious digs brought him fame, but also attracted suits for libel and defamation, which
resulted in his being exiled from France for the last 29 years of his life. The present work contains 23 examples of these
witticisms. Our master binder Kalthoeber (1775-1817) was “considered during his day to be the finest binder in the world,”
according to Maggs Catalogue 966. He came to London from Germany, along with several countrymen, in order to fill the need
generated by the gentlemanly English fashion of forming large libraries filled with sumptuous bindings, working at first for
the well-respected Baumgarten and then succeeding him in 1781. One of his bindings was priced at the unheard of sum of 30
guineas, and its reputation became such that George III insisted upon seeing it; his fame spread to the point where the Czarina
made persistent (but fruitless) efforts to induce Kalthoeber to come to St. Petersburg. Although our binding is not signed, it
shares tools and a nearly identical design with item no. 189 in volume II of “The Henry Davis Gift,” where Foot observes that
Kalthoeber had used these tools and design on at least six other bindings, and with items #164 in Maggs Catalogue 1212, where
it is noted that Kalthoeber acquired the Eagle tool when he took over the Baumgarten workshop. The present combination of
stately printing and regal binding is a superb example of the best kind of book production in the late 18th century. (ST14417)

Splendidly Bound, and Perhaps a Unique Copy Because Printed on Blue Paper
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(BINDINGS - LUIGI LODIGIANI). (AESTHETICS - BEAUTY AND THE SUBLIME). MARTIGNONI,
IGNAZIO. DEL BELLO E DEL SUBLIME. (Milan: Tipografia Mussi, 1810) 227 x 145 mm. (9 x 5 3/4”). 142, [2]
pp. FIRST EDITION, possibly a unique copy printed on blue paper. SUPERB CONTEMPORARY RED STRAIGHTGRAIN MOROCCO, GILT, BY LODIGIANI (his ticket on verso of front free endpaper), covers with gilt palmetteand-crescent roll border and delicate frame of plain and stippled rules, smooth
spine divided into compartments by a gilt-rule-and-rosette roll, compartments
densely gilt with rows of interlocking circlets, gilt titling, gilt-rolled turn-ins,
marbled endpapers, all edges gilt. For the binding: Schiff IV, 75. A touch
of chafing to boards, some foxing to flyleaves, tail edge of one leaf with small
chip, otherwise A VERY FINE COPY, clean and fresh internally, in a very wellpreserved, especially lustrous binding. $2,900
This rare work on the differences between the beautiful and the
sublime comes in an especially pleasing binding by the greatest
Italian binder of the day. Luigi Lodigiani (1766–1846) was working in
Paris in the early years of the 19th century, when the Bozerian bindery
was at its zenith, and his work shows the influence of that illustrious
workshop. He later settled in Milan, where his clients included Archduke
Rainer of Austria, Emperor Francis I, and Eugène de Beauharnais,
Napoleon’s stepson and Viceroy of Italy, as well as numerous Italian
nobles. Our binding is quite similar to that pictured on p. 157 of De
Ricci’s “British and Miscellaneous Signed Bindings in the Mortimer L.
Schiff Collection,” differing only in the use of circlets rather than scallops
for the spine decoration, and the presence of a supralibros (of the TrottiBetivoglio family) on the Schiff exemplar. This beautiful binding covers a
discussion on aesthetics by Ignazio Martignoni (1757-1814), who studied
law at the University of Pavia but spent most of his career writing on the
arts and architecture. Martignoni classified applied or mechanical arts as
those driven by necessity and arts like poetry, painting, music, and dance
as engendered by the desire for pleasure, while architecture combines
elements of both, being both useful and beautiful. In this treatise he contrasts beauty, which gives pleasure, to the sublime,
which adds to the pleasure a sense of wonder and awe. Our copy is printed on blue paper, which had been used for “special”
copies of Italian books since the days of Aldus Manutius, who is thought to have printed the first book on blue paper in 1514.
Our first edition is rare, with no copy traced at auction for at least 40 years, and we have been unable to locate another copy
on blue paper. The special paper and the elegant binding suggest that this copy was intended for presentation, or at least was
owned by a person of considerable importance. (ST15088b)
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(BINDINGS - PAINTED VELLUM).
(TENNYSON,
ALFRED,
LORD).
CHURCH, ALFRED J. THE LAUREATE’S COUNTRY,
A DESCRIPTION OF PLACES CONNECTED WITH
THE LIFE OF ALFRED LORD TENNYSON. (London:
Seeley and Co., 1891) 382 x 275 mm. (15 x 10 3/4”). 4
p.l., 111, [1] pp. No. 85 OF 160 COPIES ON LARGE
PAPER. Publisher’s gilt-stamped vellum, upper
cover with titling and the Tennyson coat of arms,
BOTH COVERS WITH LOVELY HAND-PAINTED
DESIGN BY JOHN T. BEER, upper cover with urn
at foot and blooming rose branches emanating from
a medallion bearing the date 1902 and curving
around the title and escutcheon, lower cover with
branches of apple blossoms dividing the board into
quadrants, each inhabited by a bird in flight, smooth
spine with gilt titling, edges untrimmed. With
frontispiece photographic portrait of Tennyson, 31
vignettes in the text, and 14 copper-plate engravings
after drawings by Edward Hull. Verso of title page
and limitations page with ink stamp of Gloucester
County Library. Weber, “The Fore-Edge Paintings
of John T. Beer” 195. Small scratch near head
of front joint, minor soiling and rubbing to edges
of boards, mild foxing (mostly marginal, and not
affecting copper engravings), otherwise an excellent
copy, clean and fresh internally with wide margins,
the binding especially bright, the pretty decoration
perfectly preserved. AN EXTREMELY ATTRACTIVE
COPY. $3,250
This very large format deluxe illustrated work describing the places associated with England’s beloved Poet Laureate,
Alfred, Lord Tennyson, is enhanced by former owner John T. Beer’s Arts & Crafts-style embellishments to the vellum
binding. After retiring from a successful career as a clothier, Merseyside book collector Beer (ca. 1826-1903) occupied himself
decorating books from his library, mostly with fore-edge paintings, but in a score of instances with painted bindings. Jeff Weber
considers Beer “one of the most highly skilled artists of fore-edge paintings,” noting that he was the first artist to put his signature
to such works. Weber’s catalogue raisonnée of Beer’s works lists 189 fore-edge paintings, 22 painted bindings (including this
one, #195), and three bindings designed by Beer and executed by Fazakerley of Liverpool. The design here is clearly influenced
by the Arts & Crafts movement, and Beer owned several works by William Morris, including a Kelmscott Press “Godefrey of
Bologne,” on the vellum covers of which he had painted a design of tulips and lilies. Among the locations discussed and pictured
in the “The Laureate’s Country” are Tennyson’s childhood homes (in Somersby and Bag Enderby), Trinity College, Cambridge
(where he matriculated), and his estates (Farringford on the Isle of Wight and Aldworth in West Sussex). (ST15049)
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(BINDINGS - RIVIERE & SON). BACON, SIR FRANCIS. BACON’S ESSAYS AND COLOURS OF GOOD
AND EVIL. (London and New York: [Printed by Cambridge University Press for] Macmillan and Co.,
1891) 210 x 133 mm. (8 1/4 x 5 1/4”). xxiii, [1], 388 pp. Edited with notes and glossarial index by W. Aldis Wright,
M. A., Trinity College, Cambridge. From the “Golden Treasury” series. HANDSOME NAVY BLUE MOROCCO,
GILT, BY RIVIERE AND SON (stamp-signed on front turn-in), covers with border composed of five plain rules and
incorporating a scalloped corner configuration containing a pentagonal element, raised bands, spine intricately gilt
in compartments outlined by plain and stippled rules enclosing an inner frame repeating the cover design, and, at
the center, an elaborate fleuron emanating from a floral tool and punctuated by many tiny dots, turn-ins densely
gilt, maroon glazed endpapers, top edge gilt, other edges untrimmed. Engraved frontispiece in three states and
the title page with the same image in a fourth, tissue guard before title page. A Large Paper Copy. Spine just

slightly and uniformly sunned toward blue-green, title page with faint offsetting from
tissue guard (another page with a small area of darkening from laid-in piece of paper),
one leaf with two tiny marginal tears expertly repaired, one page with trivial foxing,
but all of these imperfections insignificant, and in general a very fine copy in a most
attractive binding, the text uniformly fresh, bright, and clean, and the binding lustrous
and virtually unworn. $650
This is a special luxury copy of a late 19th century edition of Bacon’s famous “Essays,” first
printed in 1597. As Oxford Companion indicates, the text here comprises Bacon’s “collections
of reflections and generalizations and extracts from previous authors, woven together . . . into
counsels for the successful conduct of life, and the management of men.” Some of the essays “deal
with questions of state policy, . . . some with personal conduct, . . . some on abstract subjects such
as ‘Truth,’ ‘Death,’ and ‘Unity’ . . . [and] some reveal Bacon’s
delight in Nature, such as the pleasant essay ‘Of Gardens.’” Day
says that “in Bacon’s hand the essay is an impersonal gem of
worldly wisdom,” and most of the essays reflect an intention to
provide “cold-blooded instruction on how to get ahead in life.” In short incisive prose modeled
after Tacitus, “the aphoristic skill and wise experience of Bacon unite to form some of the
most memorable and penetrating phrases in English.” DNB indicates that this is an important
edition, pointing out “the accuracy of [Wright’s] text and the concise learning of its notes.” In
very fine condition, our volume gives special pleasure from the handsomely decorated Riviere
binding, to the high quality laid paper, to the carefully printed text within enormous margins.
Riviere is one of the foremost names in English binding, partly because the firm did consistently
fine work and partly because it was so long in business. Robert Riviere began as a bookseller
and binder in Bath in 1829, then set up shop as a binder in London in 1840; in 1881, he took his
grandson Percival Calkin into partnership, at which time the firm became known as Riviere &
Son, and the bindery continued to do business until 1939. (ST16866f)

From the Foremost English Bookbinder of the Half Century
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(BINDINGS - PHILIP SMITH). SMITH, ALI. HOTEL WORLD. (London: Hamish Hamilton, 2001) 222 x 138
mm. (8 3/4 x 5 1/2”). 5 p.l., 236, [2] pp. FIRST EDITION. INTRIGUING SALMON PINK GOATSKIN BY
PHILIP SMITH (signed in ink and dated 2001 on rear pastedown; lettered label bound in before title page), cover
with wide band of abstract maril onlays in shades of brown, gray, red, and violet, upper cover with inlaid square
“sign” of turquoise morocco at head, lettered in black: “Ore stabit fortis aqui et placet ore stat” (“O rest a bit for ‘tis
a quiet place to rest at”), a penny set into the maril onlays near the foot of the board; lower cover with inset oval of
tan morocco painted with a ghostly portrait; open spine with three
gray morocco yokes, the middle one lettered with author and title;
endpapers of gray and pink Mi-Teintes Canson paper, head and fore
edges painted gray. In a felt-lined red cloth solander box, light blue
morocco label on upper cover lettered in gilt. In mint condition.
$7,500
A masterful combination of the alluring and the lurid, this arresting
binding was executed by Philip Smith (1928-2018), the person generally
recognized as the foremost English bookbinder of the last 50 years.
Smith graduated from the Royal College of Art in London and subsequently
did binding and conservation work with Sydney Cockerell. A past president
of Designer Bookbinders (in 1977-79) as well as a respected author, Smith
was a pioneer in the field who consistently explored the potential of the
physical form of the book as an alternative art medium. He added several
new terms to the vocabulary of bookbinding and was awarded patents for
new inventions, both visual and functional, as well as making innovations

in structural and visual design now applied by an ever-growing number of bookbinders. The present binding was executed in
2001, the same year that Ali Smith’s “Hotel World” was published and became a finalist for both the Orange Prize and the
Booker Prize. The narrative focuses on five female protagonists whose stories intersect at the generically named Global Hotel,
following the tragic death of a chambermaid. Each section is stylistically different and told from the perspective of a single
character, beginning with the ghost of the chambermaid, followed by a homeless woman, the hotel receptionist, a travel writer,
and the sister of the deceased, who is searching for the motives behind her sibling’s death. Through their stories and interactions,
the novel explores various stages of grief and meditates on life, death, and the passage of time. Smith’s use of a material called
maril may seem metaphorically appropriate with this binding (albeit it is something he also employs elsewhere). Composed of
various scraps of leather that are bonded together and compressed, maril produces a variegated grain and gives the effect here
of the salmon-pink goatskin boards having been pulled away to reveal secrets hidden underneath. A coin, a ghostly portrait,
and small leather strips suggestive of bones are also incorporated in the design of the binding, playing off motifs and characters
important to the novel. It seems not too much to say that, with his impressive imagination and skill, Smith has executed a
binding manifesting subtle but firm relationships to the work it covers. At the very least the binding is curious, intriguing, and
engaging. (ST15931)

“The Most Sumptuous Classical Work which [England] Has Produced” in the Original
Heavily Gilt Red Morocco; the “Finest Book” Addison Had Ever Seen
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CAESAR, GAIUS JULIUS. [THE COMMENTARIES] QUAE EXTANT. . . . TABULIS AENEIS ORNATA.
(London: Jacob Tonson, 1712) 466 x 290 mm. (18 3/8 x 11 1/2”). 3 p.l., 560 pp. With the supplementary
commentaries attributed to Aulus Hirtius and others. Edited and annotated by Samuel Clarke. Stately contemporary
red morocco over thick boards, elegantly gilt, covers with three concentric mitered frames of decorative rolls,
outer frame with oblique floral sprays at corners and intricate pyramids of flowers at the center of each side,
delicately tooled mandorla in center panel, raised bands, spine
compartments elaborately tooled in four different patterns, gilt
titling, marbled endpapers, all edges gilt (carefully refurbished
and with very expert repairs to headcaps and headbands).
With fine headpieces depicting dramatic battle scenes,
tailpieces with allegorical or symbolic figures, decorative
initials, and 87 IMPRESSIVE ENGRAVED PLATES, including
double-page extra engraved title page dated 1710, six doublepage maps, and 54 double-page plates, many by C. Huijberts
after Mantegna. Front pastedown with engraved armorial
bookplate of the Earl of Roden, K. St. P. Lowndes I, 344-45;
Brunet I, 1456; ESTC T136730. One corner slightly bumped,
a few small stains to leather, intermittent mild browning (as
virtually always with this book), occasional minor marginal
spots or thumbing, two plates with shallow marginal chip,
other trivial imperfections, but A FINE, FRESH COPY
internally, with excellent impressions of the engravings, and
the beautifully restored, very decorative binding retaining its
original magnificence. $27,500
This handsomely illustrated edition of the great general’s
account of the first seven years of the Gallic War, as well as
part of the Civil War, is described by Lowndes as “the most
sumptuous classical work which [England] has produced.” The
text comprises the only extant work of Julius Caesar (102? - 44 B.C.),
soldier, emperor, orator, poet, and historian whose name is foremost
among leaders in the ancient world. Written largely as a justification
of Caesar’s military policy, the “Commentaries” are famous for their
simplicity, succinctness, and purity of diction: they are called by J.
W. Mackail “the model and despair of later historians.” First printed
in 1513, the account begins with Caesar’s firsthand description of

Rome’s war for Gaul, written in straightforward prose that has
made it a staple of Latin language instruction. It is followed by
Caesar’s comments on the 49-48 B.C. civil war he fought against
Pompey and the Senate. The remaining works on his military
campaigns in Alexandria and Asia, Africa, and the Iberian
peninsula were not written by Caesar; the Alexandrine account is
attributed to Aulus Hirtius (ca. 90-43 B.C.), Caesar’s legate, and
scholars speculate that the two final works were composed by,
in Macaulay’s words, “a sturdy old centurion who fought better
than he wrote.” Our famous edition was edited and annotated by
Samuel Clarke (1675-1729), and was praised by Joseph Addison in
“The Spectator” (May 1712) as having “passed thro’ the Hands of
one of the most accurate, learned and judicious Writers this Age
has produced. The Beauty of the Paper, of the Character, and of
the several Cuts with which this noble Work is illustrated, make
. . . it the finest Book that I have ever seen; and is a true Instance
of the English Genius.” The splendid engravings illustrate the
places, people, battles, and even beasts encountered, our copy
fortunately including the not infrequently harvested double-page
plate of a ferocious bison. The imposing binding here is an excellent
example of fine English workmanship of the period. Our volume
was once in the library of Robert Jocelyn, 3rd Earl of Roden (17881870), Knight of St. Patrick, Irish peer, Tory politician, and ardent
supporter of the Protestant cause in Ireland. (ST16336)
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(COLOR PLATE BOOKS). ALKEN, HENRY THOMAS. MOMENTS OF FANCY AND WHIM. [bound with]
ILLUSTRATIONS. BYRON. (London: Thomas M’Lean Repository of Wit and Humour, 1822) 432 x 342 mm.
(17 1/8 x 13 1/2”). Without text (as issued). FIRST EDITION. Very appealing late 19th century scarlet crushed morocco,

gilt, by Riviere & Son (stamp-signed on front turn-in), covers with French fillet and drawer-handle tool borders,
upper cover with gilt lettering; raised bands, spine gilt in compartments with central floral sprig surrounded by
small tools, volute cornerpieces, gilt titling, turn-ins with decorative floral rolls, moss green watered silk doublures
and endleaves, all edges gilt. WITH 17 ANIMATED AQUATINT ENGRAVINGS COLORED BY HAND (14 plates in
“Moments” and three plates in “Byron”). Front flyleaf with bookplate of Ernest G. Mocatta. For “Moments”: Tooley
40. See also: Ray, p. 32; Houfe, p. 217. Leather with hints of dulling from leather preservative, but the binding
virtually unworn, with a lustrous spine. A couple of trivial smudges to one margin and occasional light offsetting,
but A FINE COPY, the plates clean and bright with vivid coloring, and all imperfections insignificant. $4,000

With plates that include comical scenes of horsemanship, hunting, soldiers, and disastrous coach rides, this attractively
bound book brings together two separately published works by an artist Ray calls “the premier sporting illustrator
of his time.” The first work, “Moments of Fancy and Whim,” was originally published in two parts consisting of seven plates
each. There are several different illustrations on every plate, most of which use a play on words or a phrase (especially one of
the many uses of the word “fancy”) to frame the scene. The illustrations lampoon familiar character types and aspects of English
society—particularly those with an affinity for the equine—to wonderful comic effect. The second work here is composed of
three plates, each with four separate scenes accompanied by a line of verse from Byron’s “Childe Harold” or “The Giaour.” In
this unexpected pairing, Byron’s lyric poetry is given an entirely new lowered context when interpreted through Alken’s pen;
for example, the line “Tis Greece—but living Greece no more” is depicted as three men sitting down to a greasy dinner of roast
duck. Henry Thomas Alken (1785-1851) was the son of a sporting artist. He received early training from his father and later
studied under miniaturist J. T. Barker Beaumont. A talent for depicting horses and dogs led to a profitable career in sporting
prints. As DNB relates, “The fertility of Alken’s pencil was amazing . . . . In all Alken’s works there is a freedom of handling
and a happy choice of subject which rendered them very popular in their day.” The present works are both excellent examples
of his signature style and are here in such marvelous condition that they can be fully appreciated for their wit, spirit, and
vibrancy. Both are also quite rare on the market, with “Moments” often showing up incomplete and “Byron” appearing only
once in ABPC and RBH. (ST16606)
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(COLOR PLATE BOOKS). (COSTUMES - ACADEMIC). [N. WHITTOCK]. THE COSTUMES OF THE
MEMBERS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF CAMBRIDGE. [with] THE COSTUMES OF THE MEMBERS OF THE
UNIVERSITY OF OXFORD. (London: Published by N. Whittock; Published for the Proprietor by J. Robins, ca.
1845) 126 x 82 mm. (5 x 3 1/4”). [24] leaves (title plus 23 plates); [18] leaves (title plus 17 plates). Two volumes.
Publisher’s blind-stamped cloth (green for Cambridge, brown for Oxford), gilt titling on upper covers (“Cambridge”
neatly rebacked). Housed together in an excellent blue morocco-backed clamshell box by W. Root & Son, back

with raised bands, gilt decoration, and gilt titling. “Cambridge” with 23 hand-colored plates depicting a total of 45
figures dressed in the academic regalia of various colleges and university officials; “Oxford” with 17 hand-colored
plates depicting a total of 19 figures in the academic garb of students and administrators of various ranks. Plates
joined in concertina fashion, attached to the binding at front (Oxford) or rear (Cambridge) board. “Cambridge”
with ink presentation inscription on front pastedown to “E. U. Prichar[d?] / from her affectionate godmother Mrs.
Gladsto[ne?] / Monday / February 8th 18[numbers obliterated].” ”Oxford” with quarter-inch red ink stain to tail
edge at spine, touching a couple of leaves at fold (not affecting images) and with a little fading and rubbing to
extremities, title page of “Cambridge” lightly soiled, but excellent copies of fragile items, their contents clean and
fresh with pleasing coloring, and the simple bindings surprisingly (and entirely) sound. $750
Composed entirely of hand-colored plates, this petite duo of books presents the array of academic attire worn at
England’s two oldest universities. More than just apparel, the costumes here possess a language of their own, communicating
the wearer’s chosen subject of study, level of education, title, and status within the university; even one’s social class is taken
into account, with different styles for nobility and commoners. While many of the costumes are predictably somber, some are
surprisingly flamboyant—a fact that comes across here through the fine hand coloring, which adds a great deal of personality
and charm to each ensemble. (ST16372b)

Two Handsomely Bound Darwin Works, both Featuring the Appearance of “Evolution”
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DARWIN, CHARLES. (BINDINGS - BAYNTUN). THE DESCENT OF MAN. [with] ON THE ORIGIN OF
SPECIES. (London: John Murray, 1871, 1900) 182 x 120 mm. (7 3/8 x 4 3/4”). Two separately printed works
in three volumes. FIRST EDITION, First Issue of “Descent”; “New Impression, with Portrait” [Sixth Edition] of
“Origin.” VERY ATTRACTIVE EMERALD GREEN CRUSHED MOROCCO BY BAYNTUN (stamp-signed on front
turn-in), covers with gilt fillet border, raised bands, spine gilt in compartments with fan ornament at center, one red
and one light blue morocco label, turn-ins with gilt scallop border and floral sprays at corners, marbled endpapers,
all edges gilt. “Descent” with 76 engravings in the text; “Origin” with frontispiece portrait of Darwin, one folding
diagram. “Descent”: Freeman 937; Garrison-Morton 170; Norman 599. “Origin”: Freeman 457; [for 1859 first edition:
PMM 344; Garrison-Morton 220; Norman 593]. Occasional faint foxing, but VERY FINE COPIES, clean and fresh
internally in very lustrous bindings showing virtually no signs of use. $9,500

This handsomely bound set includes the first edition of
“Descent of Man,” which is especially notable for Darwin’s
first use of the word “evolution,” and the sixth edition of
“Origin of Species,” the first version of that particular work in
which “evolution” appears. Now virtually synonymous with his
name, “evolution” appears on p. 2 of volume I of “Descent,” noting
the opposition of some older scholars of natural science to his theory
of natural selection. Darwin considered “Descent” a continuation
of his ground-breaking “Origin of Species,” with special focus on
man’s descent from ape-like creatures. As DNB notes, “’Descent of
Man’ brought the full force of evolutionary proposals directly into
the heart of ordinary Victorian life.” Another area of controversy in
“Descent” was Darwin’s theory on sexual selection, which he used
to explain physical characteristics more aesthetic than functional,
such as the male peacock’s splendid tail, the male hummingbird’s
iridescence, and the male human’s beard—all features that might
give the possessor advantage in the attraction of a mate. Widely
considered the most important biological book ever written, “Origin” went through six revised editions following its first
appearance in 1859. These three handsome volumes make a very appealing appearance on the shelf. (ST16601)
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DICKENS, CHARLES. (BINDINGS - BAYNTUN-RIVIERE). THE PERSONAL HISTORY OF DAVID
COPPERFIELD. (London: Bradbury & Evans, 1850) 214 x 130 mm. (8 3/8 x 5 1/8”). xiv pp., [1] leaf (errata),
624 pp. FIRST EDITION IN BOOK FORM, bound up from the parts (stab holes visible). HANDSOME DARK BLUE
CRUSHED MOROCCO, BY BAYNTUN-RIVIERE (stamp-signed on front turn-in),
covers with gilt fillet border, upper cover with oval medallion gilt portrait of Dickens,
lower cover with gilt facsimile of his signature, raised bands, spine gilt in compartments
with central starburst formed by lozenge and lancet tools, this within a lozenge of
small tools and a frame with intricately curling cornerpieces, gilt titling, densely gilt
inner dentelles, marbled endpapers, all edges gilt. In a blue cloth slipcase lined with
felt. Frontispiece, added engraved title, and 38 plates by H. K. Browne. Eckel, pp. 7778; Hodnett, pp.111-12. Spine gently sunned to a pleasing gray-blue, tiny corner
crease to engraved title, isolated negligible spots of foxing, other trivial imperfections,
but A FINE COPY, unusually clean, fresh, and bright, in a lustrous, unworn binding.
$2,800
This is an especially appealing copy of what Day calls “one of the best-loved novels in
English,” noting that the “essentially autobiographical” work was Dickens’ favorite of
his own writings. The illustrations by longtime Dickens collaborator Hablot Knight Browne
bring the memorable characters to life. Hodnett tells us that “Dickens and . . . Browne are the
most celebrated author-artist team in the history of English book illustration,” and Copperfield
was their “most popular success.” Our copy was beautifully bound by Bayntun-Riviere of Bath,
a firm formed in 1937 by merging two eminent British workshops: the Bayntun firm, founded in Bath in 1894 (and still in
operation today), and the Riviere bindery, which had been a respected workshop since its founding by Robert Riviere in 1829.
(ST16866q)

The First Printing of Dryden and Lee’s Extremely Successful Adaptation of Sophocles
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DRYDEN, JOHN, and NATHANIEL LEE. OEDIPUS. (London: Printed for R. Bentley and M. Magnes, 1679)
208 x 150 mm. (8 1/8 x 6”). 4 p.l., 78 pp., [1] leaf (epilogue). FIRST EDITION. 19th century half vellum and
marbled boards, smooth spine, black label with gilt lettering. Macdonald 83a; Wing D-2322; ESTC R22022. Vellum
slightly spotty and soiled, boards with a hint of chafing and one or two minor imperfections, but the binding
completely sound and with attractive marbling; light dampstain across preliminary leaves, top and bottom margins
trimmed rather close, occasionally cutting into the running title and with most catchwords and signatures affected,

the final line or two of text on a dozen or so leaves either partially or completely
cut away, other very minor imperfections, but the contents surprisingly clean
and bright throughout. $1,500
An imitation of Sophocles’ classic tragedy “Oedipus Rex,” this work, adapted
to the tastes of Restoration audiences, enjoyed immense success and became
the preferred version performed on English stages well into the 18th century. In
addition to Sophocles, co-writers Dryden (1631-1700) and Lee (1649?-92) also consulted
re-tellings of “Oedipus” by Seneca and contemporary French playwright Pierre Corneille
to inform their own work, making several important changes to the traditional plotline:
a new romantic subplot is introduced, the character Creon takes on the role of the
villain, and, most dramatically of all, the play ends with the slaughter of just about every
character—either by murder or suicide. Copies of our first edition of this work are rare on
the market: in RBH and ABPC we could trace just one copy listed at auction in the last
35 years. (ST15024e)
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(ESTIENNE IMPRINT). [PSEUDO-]ARISTOTLE. [and] THEOPHRASTUS. [Title in Greek, then:]
ARISTOTELIS ET THEOPHRASTI SCRIPTA QUAEDAM. (Geneva: Ex Officina Henrici Stephani, 1557) 172 x
105 mm. (6 3/4 x 4 1/8”). 4 p.l., 17-168 [i.e., 152] pp. (mispaginated but complete). Edited by Henri Estienne. Simple
but pleasing 18th century tan calf, covers with triple gilt fillet border, smooth spine divided
into panels by plain and dotted gilt rules, gilt starburst centerpiece, gilt titling, marbled
endpapers. Printer’s device on title page. Renouard 116:3; Schreiber 142; Dibdin II, 500;
Hoffmann I, 287-88; Hoffmann III, 524; USTC 450450. Joints and extremities lightly
rubbed, minor offsetting from turn-ins to endpapers and flyleaves, leaves with a touch
of browning to head edge, isolated small marginal spots or minor smudges, but still an
extremely pleasing copy, clean and fresh internally, in a well-preserved binding. $3,750
Rarely seen in the marketplace, this collection of Greek texts printed in the exquisite Estienne
“grecs du roi” type includes four parts: the 23 “Characters” of Theophrastus, along with
that author’s essay on the senses and perception; the pseudo-Aristotle “De Mirabilibus
Auscultationibus” [“On Marvellous Things Heard”]; and an essay on springs, rivers, and
pools by the first century A.D. Greek philosopher Sotion. In “Characters,” Theophrastus (ca.
371 - ca. 287 B.C.) delineates such human foibles as gossiping, grumbling, and boasting, while
the text once attributed to Aristotle is a series of anecdotes about inexplicable phenomena in the
natural world, a genre of classical literature known as paradoxography. The classical texts are
followed by the critical notes of Henri Estienne (1528 or 1531-91), who rivaled Aldus Manutius in combining publishing with
scholarship. In discussing this work, Dibdin says, “whatever H. Stephen did is worth consulting.” Henri also contributed to the
typography used here, the smallest size of the “grecs du roi” cut for his father Robert by Claude Garamond—it is based on the
Greek script written by the precocious Henri when he was 10 years old. (ST16215j)

Lovely (Inserted) Engravings, Lovely Binding, and All about Love
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(EXTRA-ILLUSTRATED BOOKS). (BINDINGS - TAFFIN). SECUNDUS, JOANNES [EVERAERTS, JAN].
KISSES: A POETICAL TRANSLATION OF THE BASIA . . . WITH THE ORIGINAL LATIN, AND AN ESSAY ON
HIS LIFE AND WRITINGS. (London: Printed by D. Bond, for J. Bew, 1778) 240 x 148 mm. (9 1/2 x 5 7/8”). x, [11]-238
pp. Third Edition, with Additions, and the “Epithalamium” Newly Translated. LOVELY DARK BLUE STRAIGHTGRAIN MOROCCO ELABORATELY TOOLED IN GILT BY TAFFIN (stamp-signed in gilt on front turn-in), covers
with gilt frame entwined with large lozenge and with rays emanating from central ornate medallion to corners,
raised bands, spine gilt in densely stippled compartments with central roundel and floral tools, gilt titling, gilt rolled
turn-ins, marbled endpapers, top edge gilt, other edges untrimmed. Extra engraved title page with tondo portrait of
the poet and engraved frontispiece by Bartolozzi, as called for, and EXTRA-ILLUSTRATED WITH 32 DELIGHTFUL
ENGRAVINGS BY EISEN AND COCHIN printed on Japon, consisting of 12 full-page scenes, eight tailpieces (these
with a second printing of the ornament in sanguine tipped on the plate), and two larger vignettes printed in sanguine

tipped onto flyleaves at front and rear. Old dealer description tipped onto front free
endpaper. Brunet V, 257; ESTC T101632. See also: Gray, “The Art of Love Poetry,”
pp. 83-85. Trivial rubbing to joints, intermittent minor foxing to text (due to paper
quality), but still A FINE COPY, the plates bright and richly impressed, the binding
lustrous and with few signs of wear. $1,750
This is an attractive edition of a popular and influential collection of Renaissance
love poetry, enhanced with amorous engravings by Rococo masters and beautifully
bound by a Belle Epoque Parisian binder. In his brief life, Jan Everaerts, or Johannes
Secundus (1511-36) studied law in Paris, served as secretary to a Spanish archbishop, and
achieved enduring fame for the neo-Latinist poems he wrote, based on the works of Catullus.
Originally published posthumously in 1541, this series of 19 poems exploring the joys of
kissing “significantly influenced the development of European love poetry,” according to Gray.
In his essays, Montaigne noted that he found the “Basia” equally
as entertaining as the “Decameron” or Rabelais. The gallant
engravings here, showing flirtatious couples of the ancien régime,
complement the verses perfectly. These include some of the
images Charles Eisen created for the Fermiers-Généraux edition
of La Fontaine’s “Contes et Nouvelles,” considered some of the
finest French illustrations of the 18th century. Bryan says that Eisen (1720-78), court painter to
Louis XV and drawing master to Madame de Pompadour, had a hand in “almost all the important
[illustrated] books published in France in his time.” His “exquisite plates [are] engraved with a
light point and with striking originality.” He “took his inspirations direct from nature, but add[ed]
something of the ideal, after the manner of Watteau and Boucher.” The elegant binding was created
by the Taffin workshop in Paris, the upscale hand-bindery operated by Lille publishers and trade
binders Taffin-Lefort. Flety notes that Taffin took over the rue de Savoie workshop of E. Rouselle
in 1895 and, after a move to new premises following the First World War, the bindery continued
to operate until 1954. (ST16358)
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(FORE-EDGE PAINTINGS). THE BOOK OF COMMON PRAYER. (London: [Printed by C. Whittingham
for] for John Reeves, Esq., 1807) 247 x 142 mm. (9 5/8 x 5 5/8”). [208] leaves, 64 pp. Very pretty contemporary
red straight-grain morocco, gilt in the Romantic style, covers with elegant giltroll frame, central panel with intricate fan cornerpieces, raised bands, spine
attractively gilt, gilt-rolled turn-ins, all edges gilt. WITH AN EXCELLENT FOREEDGE PAINTING, probably of the city of Chester in Cheshire, showing a river
wending through a landscape, a town with a castle and cathedral on one shore,
a sailboat on the water, and a woman doing laundry in the foreground. Griffiths
1807-1. Extremities very slightly rubbed, a hint of soiling and a few spots on
the covers, one page with a short tear in the text (no loss), a few small isolated
stains, but A FINE EXAMPLE—clean and bright throughout, in an attractive
binding with no significant wear, and with a painting that is very well preserved.
$1,600
This work contains a lovely and finely detailed fore-edge painting of bucolic
harmony, featuring a tranquil river scene and a city nestled comfortably onto
distant banks. The day is clear, and in the foreground a woman lays out sheets to dry
in the sun; a single boat can be seen in the water, rounding a wide bend in the river near
a large estate that overlooks the shore. A smokestack appears along the skyline, located
about halfway between the town’s two most prominent buildings—almost certainly a
castle and cathedral. The topography of our painting strongly suggests that the city
depicted here is Chester, situated on the River Dee and once an important trading port. As nearby Liverpool and Manchester
gained dominance in shipping and industry beginning in the 18th century, Chester became a haven for the landed aristocracy,
who built stately homes like the one seen here. It is possible to recognize in this painting the work of the so-called “Dover

Painter,” as it shows his distinctive style of applying
small dabs of paint; this method is especially effective
in producing convincing texture for skies, trees,
shrubs, and grass. “Dover Painter” is the name given
by Jeff Weber to the person who painted in the 1920s
and ‘30s, probably for the famous London bookseller
Marks & Company. A number of his works found their
way into the library of Edward and Estelle Doheny,
which was certainly the most outstanding collection
to be sold at auction during the 1980s, and which was particularly rich in fore-edge paintings. Because of the inevitable stress
incurred by books with fore-edge paintings, it is increasingly difficult to find such volumes in attractive and well-preserved
antique bindings like the present one. (ST15796)

The Garden Copy, One of 85 Specials with Eight Engravings from the Original Blocks
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(GILL, ERIC). THE ENGRAVINGS OF ERIC GILL. (Wellingborough: Christopher Skelton, 1983) 349 x 267
mm. (13 3/4 x 10 1/2”). Two volumes plus portfolio. No. 4 OF 85 SPECIAL COPIES printed on archival rag
paper (and 1,350 copies of the ordinary edition.) Publisher’s deluxe biscuit-colored morocco over reddish-brown
linen, flat spines with gilt titling. In the original slipcase. Profusely illustrated with more than 1,000 reproductions
of Gill’s works; THIS SPECIAL COPY ACCOMPANIED BY A PORTFOLIO OF EIGHT ENGRAVINGS PRINTED
DIRECTLY FROM THE ORIGINAL WOODBLOCKS. Front pastedowns with bookplate of Haven O’More, the
Garden Collection. In pristine condition. $1,950
This is the deluxe copy of a comprehensive survey of Gill’s work as an engraver and typecutter, prepared as a labor
of love by his nephew, Christopher Skelton. Glaister describes Eric Gill (1882-1940) as “an English craftsman, engraver,
type designer, sculptor, and philosopher
whose influence on contemporary book
production has been profound and worldwide.” Gill studied lettering as a young man
under Edward Johnston, then for five years,
beginning in 1905, designed and engraved
title pages and initials for books printed
by Count Harry Kessler at Insel Verlag,
Leipzig (Kessler would go on to found the
Cranach Press in 1913). Later, Gill did
a great deal of woodcut illustration for
other private press publications, especially
the Golden Cockerel Press (including
memorable work for the famous “Four
Gospels,” “Troilus and Criseyde,” and
“Canterbury Tales”). The 993 illustrations
in the body of the present offering and
the 51 in the appendix include all of the
wood engravings from those works, as
well as Gill’s other book illustrations,
individual
engravings,
typefaces,
Christmas cards, and bookplates. The
subjects, for the most part, are either
religious or erotic—and sometimes,
controversially, both. The portfolio prints
are “A Garden Enclosed,” “Self-portrait,”
“Surrexit Alleluia,” “Tree and Dog with
Flames,” “St. Thomas’s Hands,” “Girl
with a Mirror,” “I Am a Little World,”

and “Man and Woman Embracing.” Skelton (1925-92) learned printing from Gill’s son-in-law René
Hague, and operated a private press from 1968 to 1985. This is the magnum opus of that workshop.
This copy comes from the Garden Collection, assembled by Haven O’More with funding from Michael Davis, which was
the most outstanding library of notable books put together in America in the second half of the 20th century. When it was
auctioned by Sotheby’s in 1989, the sale brought in $16.2 million. The library included high spots from all periods (the four
Shakespeare folios, the first of “Don Quixote,” and Blake’s “Songs of Innocence and Experience” brought in more than $5
million alone), and the collection was breathtaking in its impeccable condition. (ST15912)
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(INCUNABULA). PARATUS. SERMONES DE SANCTIS (from
SERMONES PARATI DE TEMPORE ET DE SANCTIS). ([Cologne]:
Johann Guldenschaff, [about 1482]) 285 x 203 mm. (11 1/4 x 8”). [127] leaves
(folios 241-367, the final section of the work; without the final blank). Double
column, 37 lines in gothic type. Third Printing. Late 20th century polished
calf by John W. Goffe (binder’s letter to owner laid in at front), raised bands,
endleaves of handmade paper. Capitals struck with red, paragraph marks
in red, a seven-line opening initial “P” in blue and white, with delicate red
penwork inside the loop and trailing down the margin, numerous three-line
initials in red or blue, a few of these with decorative penwork added by a
former reader. Front pastedown with ex-libris of Nathan Comfort Starr.
Occasional marginalia in an early hand, and a half dozen words censored from
the sermon for the Purification of the Virgin (f. 9 and 10); f. 9 also with upper
fore-edge corner and adjacent head and fore-edge margins repaired with
fragment of a 15th century manuscript on paper (text not affected), perhaps
to obscure marginalia relating to the censored portions. Goff P-93; ISTC
ip00093000; not in BMC. A couple of quires with faint dampstain to head
edge, final page lightly soiled, isolated small spots, other trivial imperfections,
but a fine copy, clean, fresh, and mostly bright internally, in a sympathetic
new binding. $3,750

This early edition of a collection of sermons for saints’ days was issued by the Cologne press of a printer who
had learned his trade from Fust & Schoeffer, the successors to Gutenberg. Beginning with the feast of St. Andrew (30
November, the beginning of Advent and the church year) and ending with that of St. Catherine (25 November), our volume
contains the “de Sanctis” portion of a work that also contained Sunday (“de Tempore”) sermons. It was first issued in 1480
by Cologne printer Conrad Winters. The identity of “Paratus” is unknown; the Smithsonian Institution, which holds a 1485
Strassburg edition in its Cooper-Hewitt collection, notes that this compilation was “created by the Roman Catholic Church in
the 15th century . . . to provide standard, timely, and spiritual homilies appropriate to be performed at mass throughout the
church year.” According to Allgemeine Deutsche Biographie, Guldenschaff came from a noble family in Mainz. After training
in the revolutionary new technology developed in his home town, he set up his own workshop in 1477, issuing three works
in Mainz before moving on to Cologne that same year. ISTC records 70 works printed there by Guldenschaff between 1477
and 1494, with another 28 possibly attributable to him. The descendant of one of the founders of Harvard University, former
owner Dr. Nathan Comfort Starr (1896-1981) was educated there and at Christ Church College, Oxford, and was a professor
of English for many years, specializing in Arthurian literature. He was a Fellow of the Newberry Library and a member of the
Grolier Club, which exhibited items from his collection of Arthuriana in 1972. This is one of the rarest early editions of Paratus,
with ISTC finding just eight copies, including the present one, which is the only one recorded in North America. Just one early
Cologne printing of Paratus is recorded by RBH and ABPC since 1930. (ST16379-101)

The Only Incunabular Printing of a Work Examining Sexual Attraction,
Marriage, and Related Issues like Fashion and Grooming
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(INCUNABULA). HAEDUS, PETRUS. ANTEROTICA, SIVE DE AMORIS GENERIBUS. (Treviso: Gerardus
de Lisa, de Flandria, 13 Oct. 1492) 215 x 150 mm. (7 7/8 x 5 7/8”). 6 p.l., 97 leaves (without final blank).
Single column, 25 lines, roman type. FIRST EDITION. New unlettered limp vellum in the style of the period. Front
pastedown with bookplate of José Lorenzo Cossío. With numerous marginal annotations in two different early

hands. Goff H-2; BMC VI, 885; ISTC ih00002000; V. Schulderer, “A Fleming in Venice,”
in “Fifty Essays”, pp. 113-126. Intermittent dampstains to edges, intruding into tail
margin of first quire (but well away from text), occasional minor foxing, thumbing, or
small stains to margins, but an excellent copy internally, generally clean,
fresh, and rather bright with generous margins, and in a perfectly suitable
retrospective binding. $12,500
Written as advice for the author’s nephew, a college student, this
philosophical treatise on the types of love is particularly concerned with
the dangers of erotic passion. It takes the form of a lively discussion between
the author, who is a priest, and two members of his intellectual circle, one a poet
who makes the case for the beauties and pleasures of love, and the other a priest
who warns against the consequences of indulging in carnality. The “conversation”
encompasses representations in art of love, sexual attraction and desire, the state of
marriage and the relations between the sexes, and forays into peripheral concerns
like fashion and personal grooming. Our copy offers the intriguing opportunity
to examine the reactions of at least two contemporary readers whose comments
appear in the margins. Little is known of Haedus (1427-1504), other than that he
was born Pietro Cavretto, served as a priest, and wrote an earlier book (“Amores”)
in reaction to being rejected by his beloved; it is not surprising that one disappointed
in romance would compose a work entitled “against the erotic.” The author was friends with the printer here, Gerardus de Lisa,
who had immigrated to Italy from Flanders. V. Schulderer, who made a study of Gerardus, notes that his roman type is “a quite
original face, with its wealth of curves and serifs, and its greatly prolonged ascenders and descenders, which gives his volumes
a flavor of fine printing, admirably consonant to their small bulk and format.” The Lisa printing is the only one done in the
15th century and is not commonly encountered. (ST15623)

From the 1470 Sweynheym & Pannartz “City of God”
With a Very Striking White-Vine Initial Glittering with Gold
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(INCUNABULAR LEAF WITH ILLUMINATION). AUGUSTINUS,
AURELIUS. DE CIVITATE DEI. (Rome: Conradus Sweynheym and
Arnoldus Pannartz, 1470) 394 x 277 mm. (15 1/2 x 11”). Single column, 46 lines
in roman type. Attractively matted. WITH A LARGE (40 x 50 mm.), LOVELY
WHITE VINE-STEM INITIAL IN COLORS AND BURNISHED GOLD, with
graceful marginal extensions. Goff A-1232; BMC IV, 10; ISTC ia01232000;
PMM 3 (1467 printing). Faint dampstain at lower left (well away from text),
but A BEAUTIFUL LEAF, clean, fresh, and bright with generous margins, the
gold initial gleaming. $4,000
This is a lovely leaf from the fourth printing of one of the world’s most influential
theological works, issued by the prototypographers of Rome. Aside from
Gutenberg and his immediate associates, there are no figures more important in the
early history of printing than Sweynheym and Pannartz, the earliest printers outside
Germany. First at Subiaco and later in Rome, they produced an imposing catalogue
of first editions of ancient authors, which for the first time systematically exploited
the potential of the new technology as a means for disseminating humanistic texts to
a large audience. In 1467, they issued the first printing of St.
Augustine’s “City of God”—a work that PMM says “pervaded
the whole Middle Ages” and “remained authoritative until the 17th and 18th centuries”—from their
Subiaco press. Our leaf, printed in their stately roman type, is enhanced with a very fine illuminated
initial in the elegant Italian white-vine style, with rich, jewel-tone colors and thickly applied burnished
gold that still gleams brightly. The contrast between the whiteness of the leaf and the richness of the
initial’s paint and gold makes this a memorable artifact from the first printers in Rome. (ST16379-202)
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(INCUNABULAR LEAF - ENGLAND). VORAGINE, JACOBUS DE.
THE GOLDEN LEGEND. TEXT FROM “THE ASSUMCYON OF OUR
LADY” (Folio CCxxi). (Westminster: Wynkyn de Worde, 8 January 1498) 290
x 206 mm. (11 1/4 x 8 1/8”). Double column, 47 lines in black letter type.
Translated from the Latin by William Caxton. Attractively matted. Traces of
mounting tape along one edge. A few words of marginalia in an early hand;
the words “Vos, sub JEHOVA” written at tail edge. Goff J-151; BMC XI, 220;
STC 24876; ISTC ij00151000. Faint crease to one corner, tiny wormhole to
another, but A FINE, FRESH SPECIMEN of an English incunable, printed by
Caxton’s successor. $1,000 (ST16379-194)
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(INDIA). FORBES-LINDSAY, C. H. INDIA, PAST AND PRESENT. (Philadelphia: John C. Winston Co., 1903)
206 x 133 mm. (8 1/8 x 5 1/4”). Two volumes. FIRST EDITION. PUBLISHER’S RED CLOTH, ELABORATELY
GILT, front covers with all-over gilt floral decoration, rectangular inset featuring a gilt sketch of the Taj Mahal, flat
spines with same floral design, gilt titling, top edges gilt. In original red cloth dust jackets and (lightly scuffed)
matching original slipcase. With one folding color map tipped in at back of volume II, one full-page map, and 50
photographic plates, as called for. Head and tail of spines just slightly bumped, dust jacket spines a little sunned,
very faint offsetting from ribbon markers, other trivial imperfections, but AN EXTREMELY FINE SET, the bindings
bright and remarkably well preserved, the volumes opening unwillingly
and showing no signs of use, the dust jacket and slipcase a fortunate
survival that has maintained the set in near pristine condition. $500
This account of India in the early 20th century provides us with an
overview of the country’s colorful history and culture, and then examines
the various regions in more detail. Photographs of the exotic locales add
interest. The work ends with a glossary of commonly-used Indian words, some
of which—bungalow, khaki, and bazaar, for example—have entered the English
language. Author Forbes-Lindsay wrote a number of works on far-flung places
during the first two decades of the 20th century, including the Phillipines,
Panama, and Cuba, but as a son of the Raj, born in Calcutta to British parents,
India always held a special place in his heart. The especially attractive
publisher’s gilt bindings use a decorative motif appropriate to the content and
are almost amazingly well preserved, surely as bright today as on the day they
were released. (ST11896f)

A Very Rare Copy of an Early Attempt to Explain the Causes of Psychosis,
And an Early Outcry against the Treatment of the Mentally Disturbed
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(MADNESS). TRYON, THOMAS. A TREATISE OF DREAMS & VISIONS . . . TO WHICH IS ADDED, A
DISCOURSE OF THE CAUSES, NATURES AND CURE OF PHRENSIE, MADNESS OR DISTRACTION.
(London: Printed and sold by T. Sowle, in White-Hart-Court Gracious-street, 1695) 147 x 93 mm. (5 3/4 x 3 5/8”). 8
p.l. (first blank), 299, [1] pp., [2] leaves (ads). Second Edition. 18th century sprinkled sheep, smooth spine divided
into panels by gilt rules, red morocco label (repairs to joints and backstrip). Occasional early underlinings in red.
Durling 11991 (1st ed,); Wing T-3198; ESTC R204413. Shallow chip to head of spine, negligible loss of leather at
tail of rear joint, extremities lightly rubbed, leaves trimmed a little close at head (but never touching text) and with
faint browning to edges and other trivial imperfections (an occasional corner crease, a minor marginal smudge, a

small rust spot), but a fine copy internally nevertheless, the text clean and fresh, and
in a sound early binding that is not at all displeasing. $5,500
First printed in 1689, this is a rare early attempt to explain the causes of psychosis,
and a pioneering critique of the treatment of the mentally disturbed. Tryon (16341703) here examines “the causes, natures, and uses of nocturnal representations, and the
communications both of good and evil angels, as also departed souls, to mankinde,” this all
being “theosophically unfolded, that is, according to the word of God, and the harmony of
created beings.” To this, Tryon has added a “discourse of the causes, natures, and cure of
phrensie, madness, or distraction.” The author began studying astrology and mysticism as an
apprentice hatter, being particularly influenced by the works of Jacob Boehme; he became a
vegetarian, a pacifist, and an advocate of silent mediation and self-denial, and he wrote books
on diet and health, mystical philosophy, education, slavery, and how to live on a small income.
An outgrowth of his study of mysticism, the present work on dreams has a substantial section
on madness, which Tryon includes because he claims that madness resembles a dream—more
specifically, madness is like a dream experienced by a person while awake. He says that the
cause of most madness is the indulgence in violent passions, which destroys the inward senses
of the soul so it can no longer keep its balance. He is especially critical of contemporary cruelties to those suffering from this
disturbance of mind, such as the practice of exhibiting the inmates of the insane asylum Bedlam to public view as a kind of freak
show. All editions of the work are rare: RBH lists just one copy of this edition (in 1950), and of the 1689 edition, only one copy
(lacking initial leaf and with serious condition issues) has appeared at auction in the past half century. (ST16439)

The First Printing of the First Monograph in English on
Convulsions in Children, by One of the Founders of Child Neurology
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(MEDICINE - PEDIATRICS). NORTH, JOHN. PRACTICAL OBSERVATIONS ON THE CONVULSIONS OF
INFANTS. (London: Burgess and Hill, 1826) 215 x 135 mm. (8 1/2 x 5 3/8”). x, [2], 282 pp., [1] blank leaf
(lacking half title). FIRST EDITION. Recent retrospective dark brown quarter calf over marbled boards, raised bands,
gilt titling. Title page with ink library stamp of University College Hospital Medical School Library. “The Founders
of Child Neurology” (1990), pp. 148-52. Title a little foxed, with a half-inch brown strip (from older binding?) along
gutter edge, last two leaves with minor foxing, otherwise a fine copy, clean, fresh, and surprisingly bright, in an
unworn sympathetic binding. $575

This is the first edition of the first monograph in English on the subject of convulsions in children, by a man
considered to be one of the founders of child neurology. One of 300 original Fellows of the Royal College of Surgeons and
a renowned London practitioner specializing in midwifery and the diseases of women and
children, John North (1790-1873) was a forthright, plain-spoken man whose obituary even
noted that “he was occasionally too brusque to be pleasant.” This candor was an asset in his
writings. As “The Founders of Child Neurology” notes, “Whereas most 18th- and early 19thcentury medical authors were opaque, verbose, and interminable theorists, North wrote simply
and clearly, avoided speculation, admitted ignorance, and actually dealt with practical matters,
such as distinguishing between types of convulsions and the extent of treatment required. Also,
perhaps in keeping with his character, he did not hesitate to criticize other authors with whom
he disagreed.” One of his main targets was John Clarke, who had declared that “every case of
convulsion” resulted in “inevitable organic damage” to the brain. Consequently, Clarke called
for drastic treatment of every seizure, whether caused by teething or serious illness, often
doing more harm than good with his purgatives, clysters, and bleeding. North saw convulsions
as a disturbance in the brain, but not as evidence of organic disease, citing as evidence the lack
of brain lesions found in autopsies of children who had died of convulsions. He distinguished
epilepsy from other causes of seizures, and was perhaps the first to note the association between
rickets and convulsions. “Founders” concludes, “his greatest gift to his contemporaries may
have been his reiterated contention that most babies with convulsions need not be assaulted
with calomel, leeches, and the lancet.” (ST14206)

An Especially Fine Copy of One of the Most Beautiful English Ornithological Books
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(ORNITHOLOGY). (COLOR PLATE BOOKS). MEŸER, HENRY LEONARD. ILLUSTRATIONS OF BRITISH
BIRDS. (London: Longman & Co, [1837-44]) 372 x 270 mm. (14 5/8 x 10 5/8”). Four volumes. FIRST EDITION.
VERY
FINE
CONTEMPORARY
EMERALD GREEN MOROCCO,
GILT, covers framed in the Romantic
style with multiple plain and
decorative gilt rules, and foliate rolls
in gilt and in blind, raised bands,
spine compartments densely gilt,
with fleuron centerpieces surrounded
by swirling foliage, gilt titling, giltruled turn-ins, pale yellow embossed
endpapers, leather hinges, all edges
gilt. WITH 319 HAND-COLORED
PLATES: 313 as called for in the
contents lists, plus one additional
plate each of the heron and the
blackbird, and four (of five) plates
depicting eggs, all with original tissue
guards. Mullens and Swann, pp. 40203; Wood, p. 462 Spines uniformly
sunned to a soft olive green, a couple
of boards with small spots of mild
chafing, extremities a little rubbed,
isolated mild foxing, but A LOVELY
COPY, the plates clean, fresh, and
bright with vivid coloring, and the
handsomely decorated bindings with
only trivial wear. $19,500

Published in 78 parts under the special patronage of King William,
Queen Adelaide, and the Duchess of Kent, this is a most desirable issue
of one of the most valuable illustrated works on British ornithology.
Wood describes it as “the finest and most complete atlas of portraits of British
avifauna (with their eggs) ever published.” It is also a work with an extremely
complicated bibliographical history. Ours is the standard first edition, which
was planned to have 313 plates of birds and five separate egg plates; the
latter were discontinued after only five were published. As a result, a few
early copies contain 318 plates, while others have only the 313 bird plates.
The present copy has four of the five plates of eggs called for (lacking the
Woodcock and Guillemot egg plate), and has two additional plates illustrating
the heron and the blackbird, included from the third edition, which was being
prepared for publication at the same time the issues of the first edition were
being released. Many first editions received these bonus plates by mistake.
All plates are lettered with both the common and the contemporary scientific
name of the bird, along with a couple of lines about its size, habitat, and diet.
The illustrations were drawn from nature by Meÿer and his wife—some from
living subjects kept by the artist—and were professionally hand colored. Mary
Anne Meÿer was an accomplished artist who created many of the original
drawings, whilst her husband, a professional lithographer, drew the plates on
the stones; this accounts for only his signature appearing on the completed
plates. Born in Amsterdam, Meÿer (d. 1864) came to England in 1806, after

Napoleon made his own brother Louis king of Holland. He married Mary Anne Moor in 1830, and they set up house in
Surrey, where Meÿer pursued his twin passions as an artist and a naturalist. This copy has superb impressions of all the plates
(the quality of some deteriorated in the later issues), and outstanding hand coloring. In terms of convincing and beautiful
illustrations, the book holds its own with other famous ornithological publications, no matter their language; it is not a rare
book, but a copy like the present one—especially well-preserved, with bright, beautiful plates and a handsome binding—is quite
difficult to find. We are very grateful to Professor W. G. Hale for his assistance with this description and with the complex
bibliographical history. (ST15464)

Unopened and with the Scarce Dust Jacket
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(PHOTOGRAPHY). CHESTERTON, G. K. ALVIN LANGDON COBURN,
Photographer. LONDON. (London: Privately printed [by the Chiswick
Press] for Alvin Langdon Coburn and Edmund D. Brooks & Their Friends, 1914) 220
x 155 mm. (8 3/4 x 6”). 19 pp., [10] leaves. FIRST EDITION. Original linen-backed
cream-colored boards, black lettering on upper cover and flat spine, ENTIRELY
UNOPENED. In the (slightly frayed and chipped) original plain dust jacket. WITH
10 PHOTOGRAVURES OF LONDON mounted on leaves. Minor offsetting to free
endpapers from binder’s glue, otherwise A PRISTINE COPY in an excellent dust
jacket. $2,500

This is an under-appreciated combination of fine
letterpress printing and striking photogravure
prints by one of the most celebrated masters of the
craft. The essay by G. K. Chesterton (1874-1936), one
of the era’s largest (literally and figuratively) figures in
literature, describes London around the framework of
the underground stations. It is a meditation on how an
outsider might view these stops and the locales around
them. The atmospheric quality of the writing matches perfectly with the photogravures
of Coburn, which are simultaneously modern and nostalgic, letting us into his vision of
London as though through a mist. Coburn (1882-1966) was a noted photographer in his
time. After studying at the London County Council School of Photo-Engraving, he became
a book illustrator and portrait photographer. For many of his works, he personally created
the photogravure plates and closely oversaw the printing. The photogravures in this book
are small (measuring three by five inches), inviting us to look closely, drawing the viewer
into their misty depths. While not nearly as well known as Coburn’s first book on London

(1909), this is nevertheless an important work in the history of photogravure, and a testament to its lasting beauty and its merit
as an artistic medium worthy of our attention. Our copy is unopened and with the dust jacket, a rarity for this scarce imprint.
(ST14427)

The First Illustrated Edition of a Collection of Legends and 1,589 Hagiographies,
With More than 230 Woodcuts, and in a Contemporaneous English Binding
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(POST-INCUNABLE). NATALI, PIETRO. CATALOGUS SANCTORUM & GESTORUM. ([Venice]: Bartolomo
Zanni for Luca Antonio Giunta, 1506) 330 x 215 mm. (13 x 8 1/2”). 4 p.l., 275, [1] leaves (final blank).
Edited by Antonio Verlo. First Illustrated Edition. Early 16th century English blind-stamped calf over thick wooden
boards, covers framed by blind rules and floral roll (Oldham FL a[4]), central panel divided into quadrants by
diagonal rules, each compartment with pineapple tool (Oldham B5), raised bands, rebacked apparently preserving
most of original backstrip, two brass catches (three neat restorations to edges). Title page with Giunta device,
frontispiece with architectural woodcut border (from the 1491 Dante) enclosing four small woodcuts (David with his
harp, the Annunciation, the Last Judgment, a deathbed scene), the same border enclosing the text on facing page,
which opens with a large woodcut initial, and WITH 234 COLUMN-WIDTH WOODCUTS in the text (including
repetitions), the opening pages and about a third of the smaller woodcuts with contemporary hand coloring. With
two leaves from an incunabular edition(?) of sermons bound in at rear (sermons for the feasts of St. Mark and
Holy Cross). Front pastedown with ex-libris of Clifford Rattey and book label of “Mr. Dormer.” Adams N-43; STC
Italian, p. 462; Essling 1510. See A. M. Hind, “An Introduction to a History of Woodcut,” pp. 465 ff. For the binding:
Oldham, “English Blindstamped Bindings,” plate XLIII, roll FL. a(4) #707. Occasional minor marginal stains, other
trivial imperfections, but A FINE COPY, clean and very fresh, and the restored binding extremely pleasing. $15,000
In a contemporary English binding, this is an extensively illustrated edition of a collection of legends about saints,
biblical figures, and Christian heroes and martyrs, first printed in 1493. The woodcuts are quite imaginative while being
realistic in detail, with the figures garbed in 15th century attire. There are vivid depictions of martyrdoms, including one using
an early version of a guillotine. Many of the woodcuts, including those signed with an initial “b,” first appeared in the renowned
Malermi Bible printed for Giunta by Giovanni Ragazzo; others come from the 1494 printing of Voragine’s “Golden Legend” by
Matteo Capsaca. The text is the most important writing by Italian bishop and humanist Pietro Natali (ca. 1330 - before 8 March
1406), being composed between 1369 and 1372. Divided into 12 books (for the 12 Apostles) it contains 1,589 hagiographies. It
was popular through the end of the 17th century, by which time its historical accuracy had come into doubt. Lucantonio Giunta

(1457-1538) ran one of the most important and successful publishing businesses in Europe in the late 15th and early 16th
centuries. He began publishing in Venice in 1489, and issued 410 titles in his lifetime, mostly employing other typographers and
printers to do the presswork. According to Oldham, the roll and stamp used on our binding appear together on London-bound
volumes bearing imprints of 1492, 1494, and 1506-27; consequently, it is likely our work acquired its binding not many years
after it issued from the press. (ST16379-058)
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SHAKESPEARE, WILLIAM. TITUS ANDRONICUS, OR THE RAPE OF
LAVINIA. (London: Printed by J. B[ennet]. for J. Hindmarsh, 1687) 208
x 152 mm. (8 1/8 x 6”). 4 p.l., 56 pp. Adapted and altered by Edward Ravenscroft.
First Ravenscroft Edition, Fourth Quarto Edition. Modern brown calf, covers
with gilt-rule border, raised bands, spine compartments with gilt fleuron, red
morocco label. Wing S-2949; ESTC R17448; Jaggard p. 475. Leaves a little
browned, margins trimmed a bit close, sometimes grazing signatures, a couple
of short marginal tears, other trivial imperfections, but an excellent copy
otherwise, clean and crisp, in an unworn binding. $11,000

In this revised version of Shakespeare’s bloodiest play, cited as the first work
to question Shakespeare’s authorship, Edward Ravenscroft ‘improves’ upon the
Bard’s “most incorrect and indigested piece in all his Works” boasting that if you
“compare the old play with this, you’ll finde that none in all that author’s works
ever receiv’d greater alterations or additions, the language not only refin’d but
many scenes entirely new; besides most of the principal characters heighten’d,
and the plot much encreas’d.” Ravenscroft (fl. 1671-97) is nothing if not proud of
himself for having brought Shakespeare to a new level of elegance, saying that the play in its
original form “seem[ed] rather a heap of rubbish than a structure.” While there are changes
of many kinds—perhaps the most memorable modification has Aaron being consumed by
flames at the play’s end—the main storyline remains the same: it is a tale of revenge between
Tamara, Queen of the Goths, and Titus, a general in the Roman army, with the central event
being the brutal rape of Titus’ daughter Lavinia by Tamara’s two sons. Ravenscroft caused
both controversy and resentment (particularly from Dryden) at the way he boldly tampered
with Shakespeare and then openly admired the results; yet the adaptation proved a theatrical
success and continued to be staged well into the first quarter of the 18th century. This edition
is also of interest for its suggestion that “Titus” was not wholly the work of Shakespeare,
believed to be the first time such a theory had been posited in print. The author states in his
preface that he had “been told by some anciently conversant with the Stage, that it was not
Originally [Shakespeare’s], but brought by a private Author to be Acted, and he only gave
some Master-touches to one or two of the Principal Parts or Characters . . . .” Jaggard says
that this section is “uncommonly important because it affords one of the few extant bits of
evidence bearing on the problem of original authorship.” This edition is uncommon in the
marketplace. (ST15642)

Supreme and Restricted Elegance: Just 12 Copies Printed, All on Vellum
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(VELLUM PRINTING). (BINDINGS - BOZERIAN JEUNE). BALDOVINI, FRANCESCO. IL LAMENTO DI
CECCO DA VARLUNGO. [bound with] STROZZI, PIETRO. STANZE DEL POETA SCIARRA FIORENTINO
SOPRA LA RABBIA DI MACONE. ([Paris: Renouard, 1810]) 248 x 155 mm. (9 3/4 x 6”). 39, [1] pp.; [12] leaves. Two
works in one volume. No. XI OF XII COPIES; No. XII OF XII COPIES. ELEGANT CONTEMPORARY NAVY BLUE
STRAIGHT-GRAIN MOROCCO, GILT, BY F. BOZERIAN JEUNE (stamp-signed in gilt at foot of spine), covers framed
by gilt rules and entwined ivy branches, leaf device at corners, raised bands, spine compartments densely gilt in
the signature mille-point style, with fleuron of small tools emanating from central circlet on a stippled ground, gilt
titling, lettered “IN MEMBRAN” at foot of spine, turn-ins with decorative gilt roll, rose pink watered silk endleaves,
all edges gilt on the rough. PRINTED ON VELLUM. Brunet I, 624; Graesse I, 281. Very faint two-inch scratch
to front board, a little rubbing to extremities, outer side of vellum flyleaves browned from contact with glue on

endpapers, otherwise A VIRTUALLY IMMACULATE COPY, the vellum creamy and
bright, and the binding tight and lustrous. $7,500
This sumptuous volume demonstrates the truth of Furstenberg’s claim that our
publisher Renouard deserves to be called “the father of the modern luxury edition.”
Antoine Auguste Renouard (1765-1853) set the standard for the period of the Empire as
publisher, bookseller, bibliographer, and collector. At the time these elegant editions were
published, he was among the leading Paris booksellers who were bringing out handsome
printings of the best writers. Although Furstenberg says
that “the significance of Renouard for the development of
the modern book is . . . many sided,” it seems that during his
lifetime, he was best known as the person “to whom his age
owed a number of the most beautiful editions.” The binding
here is by one of Renouard’s favorite artisans, François
Bozerian, generally called Bozerian jeune. He was active in
Paris from just after the turn of the century until 1818, and
for much of that time, he worked with his elder brother JeanClaude (1762-1840). The Bozerian workshops produced many fine bindings for clients that
included the emperor Napoleon I, as well as leading bibliophiles of the day like Renouard. Their
works are praised today especially for their technical achievement and refinement of design.
The texts here reproduce works from Italian poets of the 16th and 17th centuries. “Il Lamento”
is a reprint of Florentine poet Francesco Baldini’s most famous work, first published in 1661,
while the second work is a burlesque poem attributed to the military leader and sometime poet
Pietro Strozzi (1510-58), first printed in 1550. According to Brunet, this “beautiful” and very
strictly limited edition was printed entirely on vellum, and in each case, copies of the two works
by the Florentine poets were bound together. (ST15139)

The Magnificent Ship Used by 18th Century Venetian Doges To “Wed” the Sea
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(VENICE - EARLY CEREMONIES). LUCHINI, ANTONIO MARIA. LA NUOVA REGIA SU L’ACQUE NEL
BUCINTORO NUOVAMENTE ERETTO. (Venezia [Venice]: Appresso Carlo Buonarrigo, 1729) 155 x 105 mm.
(6 1/8 x 4 1/8). [1] p.l. (extra engraved title), 122 pp. FIRST EDITION. Original cream-colored wrapper of heavy paper,
silk ribbon stitching, remnants of old shelf label at foot of spine. Extra engraved title page depicting the Bucinotoro
in all its glory, surmounted by the Lion of St. Mark, emblem of Venice. Front pastedown with bookplate of the duke
of Arenberg, Castle Nordkirchen. Cicognara 4369. Binding lightly soiled, front pastedown lifting, occasional faint
yellowing to margins, other trivial imperfections, but still A VERY FINE COPY—clean, bright, and especially fresh,
in its remarkably well-preserved (fragile) binding. $1,800
This is a detailed account of the magnificent Bucintoro—a ceremonial ship used in the
annual ritual in which the Doge of Venice was symbolically wedded to the sea— unveiled
in 1729. The city known as La Serenissima had long been a major port for trade
between Europe and points East, and the people honored the role played by the
Mediterranean Sea in the Republic’s prosperity. Beginning in 1311, the head of
state sailed forth each year on Ascension Day to be “married” to the sea, aboard
a boat called the Bucintoro. The wooden ship was restored or rebuilt from time
to time through the centuries, and in 1719 the Venetian Senate commissioned
a brand new vessel, to be richly ornamented and even bedecked with gold.
Our volume describes the process by which the finest artists and artisans of the
day—from shipbuilders to sculptors and painters—created the largest and most
lavish Bucintoro in history. The engraved title page shows the stately craft in full
rig, banners flying, as Doge Alvise Mocenigo is rowed out to meet his marine bride.
Cicognara notes the volume’s value in preserving for posteriority these memories
of Italian greatness—and that greatness lasted only a relatively short time, because
after the fall of the Venetian Republic in 1797, Napoleon had the Bucintoro stripped

of its finery. The denuded and humiliated ship was then used by the Austrian navy until 1824, sailing under the name “Hydra.”
The presence of a binding identical to ours on several copies in sales records suggests that these may have been the
publisher’s original wrappers, which have weathered the years surprisingly well. The text here is deeply impressed on thick
paper, upholding the fine tradition of Venetian printing. (ST16379-042)

Examining the Value of Exercise and Physical Education to Long-Term Health of Women,
The First Book Written by the First Woman to Earn a Medical Degree in the United States
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(WOMEN IN MEDICINE). BLACKWELL, DR. ELIZABETH. THE LAWS OF LIFE,
WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO THE PHYSICAL EDUCATION OF GIRLS. (New York:
George P. Putnam, 1852) 187 x 120 mm. (7 1/2 x 4 5/8”). 180 pp. FIRST EDITION. Modern
brown half morocco over taupe buckram boards, raised bands, gilt titling. Half title with
contemporary ink owner inscription of N. M. Terry dated 9 August [18]52. A couple of faint
spots to buckram, isolated mild foxing or trivial marginal smudge, but a fine copy, clean and
fresh internally, in an unworn binding. $10,000

This is a very attractive copy of the first book written by the first woman to earn a medical
degree in the United States. Originally presented as a series of lectures, this work describes the
value of exercise and physical education to the long-term health of girls and young women—a subject
the author considers to be greatly neglected in the modern system, but of equal importance to any
intellectual or moral education. As she states in her introduction to the present work, “we neglect the
body, we treat it as an inferior dependent, subject to our caprices and depraved appetites, and quite
ignore the fact, that it is a living wonderful being, full of our humanity, and capable of immense service,
if we would reverence it as our friend and equal.” Elizabeth Blackwell (1821-1910) was born in England but immigrated with
her family to America while still a young girl. Following the premature death of their father, Blackwell and her sisters first
supported themselves through teaching, but Elizabeth soon set her sights on becoming a physician. Despite the difficulty of
finding a university that would accept women, she was finally admitted to the Geneva Medical School (now a part of the State
University of New York) in 1847 and two years later graduated first in her class with a degree in medicine—the first woman
in the United States to achieve this distinction. Severe vision impairment (caused by a disease
she contracted while working in a French clinic) prevented her from becoming a surgeon, so
Blackwell instead established herself as a physician and lecturer in New York City. She would
later co-found the New York Infirmary for Women and Children, which eventually included a
medical school that provided training for women doctors and nurses. Blackwell is perhaps best
remembered as an advocate for women in the medical field, and for taking a holistic view of
disease at a time when many of her male colleagues were following “material medicine,” treating
the body not as a whole but as a kind of machine composed of separate parts. As ANB explains,
“Blackwell believed there was a social, political, and moral component to illness. Prevention was
even more important than cure, and insuring health meant comfortable housing, healthy food,
and moral education for all. Indeed, she saw the practice of medicine as an opportunity to bring
about fundamental social change.” Though critics would also point out her gendered approach to
medicine—she “modelled the doctor-patient relationship on the interactions between mother and
child,” in the words of ANB—there is no question that Blackwell was a pioneer in her field and
instrumental in paving the way for scores of women doctors that came after her. This book is
very scarce in the marketplace. (ST16607)

Woolf’s First Book and the Vehicle that First
Brought Her Critical Recognition as a Novelist
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WOOLF, VIRGINIA. THE VOYAGE OUT. (London: Duckworth & Co., 1915) 186 x 120 mm. (7 1/2 x 4 3/4”).
3 p.l., 458 pp., [3] leaves (ads), 16 pp. publisher’s catalogue. FIRST EDITION. Publisher’s original grassgreen cloth, black lettering on upper cover, gilt titling to flat spine. Without the very rare dust jacket. Kirkpatrick
A1a. Just the slightest hint of wear at spine ends and corners (if one insists on being brutally uncompromising),
but IN VERY FINE CONDITION in any case—clean and fresh inside and out. $3,250

Written when Woolf was 24 but not revised and published until several years later, this
is the author’s first book and the vehicle that first brought her critical recognition as a
novelist. More conventional than her later works and showing the influence of E. M. Forster, it
deals with woman’s search for a place in the world and her struggle to define herself. Much of the
novel takes place on a ship bound from England to South America, upon which our heroine, Rachel
Vinrace, interacts with the other passengers—including Clarissa Dalloway (who would reappear as
the central figure in Woolf’s novel, “Mrs Dalloway,” in 1925). Later, Rachel meets a young man
named Terence, with whom she forms a close bond, and they begin pondering a future together. But
tragically, Rachel becomes ill and dies before their plans can be fulfilled. Although copies of the first
edition can be found on the market without great difficulty, they seldom appear in the fine condition
seen here. (ST16459)
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